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Reflexive R.esponses to Slipping in 
Bipedal Running Robots 

Gary N. Boone 
Jessica K. Hodgins 

College of Computing 
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Atlanta, GA 30332-0280 
[gbooneijkh]@cc.gatech.edu 

Many applications require the traversal of un
even or unmodelled terrain. This paper ex
plores strategies for one kind of rough terrain: 
slippery surfaces. We evaluate several reflex
ive responses to slipping in the context of a dy
namic simulation of a three-dimensional bipedal 
robot. There are two classes of reaction strate
gies. One group of strategies continues the step 
in which the slip occured. The other group lifts 
the slipping foot and repositions the legs for an
other attempt. The best performing strategy 
positions the legs in a fixed trianglular configu
ration on the step following a slip. 

Introduction 

Robust control algorithms that allow legged robots 
to negotiate the rough and unmodelled terrain found 
in most natural and many human-made environments 
have not yet been designed. Rough terrain, ground in 
which stable footholds are not immediately available, 
occurs both in natural environments and in environ
ments that have been constructed or modified for hu
man use. Legged robots lack the sophisticated control 
techniques that would allow them to behave robustly 
on even simple rough terrain such as stairs, curbs, 
grass, and slopes. Topographies that include small ob
stacles , loose particles , and slippery areas multiply the 
difficulty of successful traversal. This paper explores 
one component of the rough terrain problem: slippery 
surfaces. 

Sensing the surface properties of terrain before mak
ing contact is a difficult problem, compounded by the 
noisy and approximate nature of information obtained 
at a distance. Robust locomotion on rough terrain 
requires that the robot be responsive to unexpected 
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Figure 1: Biped Structure. The bipedal robot con
sists of a body and two telescoping legs. Each leg has 
three degrees of freedom at the hip and a fourth de
gree of freedom for the length of the leg. The mass of 
the body is larger than the masses of the legs , allowing 
control of the legs without large fluctuations in body 
attitude. 

surface features, including holes, steps, bumps , debris, 
and sticky or slippery areas . In this paper we explore 
reflexive strategies for responding to unmodelled slip
pery terrain. We explore these strategies by imple
m enting them for a dynamic simulation of a three di
mensional running biped robot. 

The simulation tasks presented below involve recov
ering from a single slip . We consider several reflexive 
responses to slipping, including some strategies that 
try to recover in one step and some that abandon the 
slipping step to attempt a recovery on the next step 
by repositioning the legs. Trials with varying friction 
and forward velocity are used to compare the strate
gies. The results of these simulations demonstrate that 
reactions that continue the slipping step produce the 



smallest errors but are limited to surfaces with friction 
coefficients above 0.45. The leg repositioning strategies 
are capable of recovering from surfaces with coefficients 
as low as 0.05. 

Rough Terrain Locomotion 

For statically stable locomotion, the difficulty is not 
in placing the feet on footholds, but in deciding which 
locations on the terrain provide suitable footholds. A 
suitable foothold is one that allows the legged system 
to maintain balance and continue walking . Researchers 
have addressed this problem by beginning \vith a de
sired motion trace for the body and then using heuris
tic algorithms to select reachable footholds along the 
motion trace. 

One example of successful outdoor rough terrain lo
comotion is the Adaptive Suspension Vehicle built at 
Ohio State University (Waldron and McGhee 1986). 
This vehicle is 5.2 m long, 2.4 m wide, 3.0 m high 
and weighed 2700 kg. An operator rides on the ASV 
to provide general speed and direction inputs, while 
leg coordination and foothold selection are provided 
by control computers. A range sensor that provides 
terrain depth information for the 10 m of terrain in 
front of the vehicle is used in foot placement and ob
stacle avoidance. This machine is able to walk up and 
down grassy slopes , through a muddy cornfield, and 
over railroad ties. 

Bares and Whittaker (1993) describe gaits for rough 
terrain navigation by the Ambler, a fully autonomous, 
orthogonal-legged hexapod walking robot. Built at 
Carnegie Mellon University, Ambler uses vertically 
sliding legs to decouple movement actuators from sup
port actuators. This arrangement aligns actuator 
forces with the the actuator displacements, eliminat
ing backdriving and increasing efficiency. By keeping 
the body level, the planning space is reduced to four 
degrees of freedom. Approximately 3.0 m long, 4.5 m 
wide, and 5.0 m high, the 3180 kg robot has traversed 
several kilometers on rough terrain. The robot walks 
with several gaits which vary in stability, stric'e length, 
and efficiency. 

Klein and Kittivatcharapong (1990) discuss the 
problem of allocation of forces over multiple legs to 
achieve desired motion or resultant forces and torques 
on the body of the robot. They proposed algorithms 
for ensuring that foot forces remain within the fric
tion cone and identifying situations in which these con
straints, or the desired body forces and torques, could 
not be achieved. Their work addressed prevention of 
slipping and did not consider sensor noise or responses 
to unmodelled surfaces. 
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Figure 2: Physical Biped Slip. Planar two-legged 
robot running across an oily spot on the laboratory 
floor. Without strategies for reacting to unmodelled 
slippery areas , the foot slides forward and fails to pro
vide support for the body. The drawings show the 
configuration of the robot as recorded by the computer 
during a laboratory experiment. One leg is drawn in 
black, the other in grey. The horizontal line indicates 
the path of the foot as it skids on the floor. 

For dynamically stable robots, the control of step 
length for rough terrain locomotion interacts with the 
control of balance. Hodgins and Raibert (1991) im
plemented three methods for controlling step length of 
a running biped robot, given a model of the terrain. 
Each method adjusted one parameter of the running 
cycle: forward running speed, running height, or du
ration of ground contact. All three control methods 
were successful in manipulating step length in labora
tory experiments, but the method that adjusted for
ward speed provided the widest range of step lengths 
with accurate control of step length. In laboratory 
demonstrations a biped running machine used these 
methods for adjusting step length to place its feet on 
targets, leap over obstacles, and run up and down a 
short flight of stairs. 

Reflexive Responses to Errors 

Biological systems use many different reflexes in lo
comotion and manipulation. Reflexes help to restore 
balance when perturbations occur during walking or 
standing (Nashner 1976, 1977, 1980). The role of re
flexes in walking is complex: the same stimulus will 
elicit a different response in the stance phase than in 
the swing phase (Forssberg 1979; Forssberg, Grillner, 
Rossignol, and Wallen 1976; Belanger and Patla 1984). 
During the swing phase, touching the foot of a cat or 
human will cause the leg to flex so as to raise the foot. 
If an obstacle caused the stimulus, this response might 
lift the foot over the obstacle and allow walking to con-



tinue. During the stance phase, a stimulus delivered 
to the foot will cause the leg to push down harder, 
resulting in a shorter stance phase. Although these ac
tions are opposite , both facilitate the continuation of 
locomotion. 
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Figure 3: Slipping Data of the Physical Robot. 
These plots show the physical planar robot slipping on 
oil during a laboratory experiment. The first five steps 
show running on a high friction floor. In the final step, 
the foot slipped on the floor and the machine collapsed. 
The vertical lines indicate when the foot began to slip. 
The top three graphs show the orientation and forward 
speed of the body. The bottom two ~raphs show the 
leg angles of both legs and the position of each foot 
on the ground. For each step but the last the foot is 
stationary while it is on the ground. 

Robotics has adopted the term "reflex" from the bi
ological literature but in both biology and robotics, 
the precise definition of the term varies from study 
to study. Most researchers in robotics use the term 
to mean a quick response initiated by sensOi':y input. 
Some require that reflexes are open-loop and proceed 
independently of subsequent sensory input (Tomovic 
and Boni 1962; Bekey and Tomovic 1986); others use 
the term more loosely to describe actions that are per
formed with feedback until a terminating sensory event 
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occurs (Wong and Orin 1988). In some cases, reflexes 
refer to general purpose actions (Hirose 1984; Brooks 
1989) and in others only to actions taken to correct 
errors or compensate for disturbances (Wong and Orin 
1988). 

Hirose (1984) built and controlled a statically sta
ble quadruped that used reflexive actions to walk over 
simple forms of rough terrain without visual input or 
a terrain map. The control system used a probing re
flex to climb over objects and to walk up and down 
steps. A leg moved forward slowly until a contact sen
sor mounted on the foot detected an obstacle. The 
foot was raised a fixed amount and then continued its 
forward motion. When the leg had swung far enough 
forward, the foot was lowered until a load cell indicated 
that the leg was bearing an adequate load. This prob
ing strategy is similar to the elevator reflex observed 
in locusts (Pearson and Franklin 1984). 

Mass Moment of Inertia 
Link (kg) (x,y,z kgm2 ) 

Body 23.2 0.9 0.9 0.602 
Upper Leg 1.4 0.0185 0.0173 0 .0014 
Lower Leg 0.64 0.0197 0.0197 0.000176 

Table 1: Parameters of the rigid body model of the 
bipedal robot. The moment of inertia is computed 
about the center of mass of each link. 

Wong and Orin (1988) implemented two reflex re
sponses for a prototype leg of the Ohio State University 
Adaptive Suspension Vehicle. Using velocity and hy
draulic pressure information from sensors at the joints , 
they were able to detect foot contact and foot slippage. 
In keeping with the reflex model , the detection andre
sulting action were kept simple so the control system 
could respond quickly. In bench tests, the foot contact 
reflex was successfully used to reduce the peak forces 
at touchdown, and the foot slippage reflex was used to 
detect and halt slipping. 

Tomovic and Boni ( 1962) used a reflex response to 
implement grasping for the Belgrade prosthetic hand. 
Touch sensors on the fingers, thumb, and palm ini
tiated the motion. When the fingers were touched, 
the hand closed in a pinch grasp with the finger tips 
and thumbs touching the object. When the palm was 
touched , the motion of the thumb was delayed and the 
object was encircled by the fingers. 

Bekey and Tomovic (1986) continued the exploration 
of prosthetic control systems that resembled biological 
control systems. Their technique, called artificial reflex 
control, was rule-based and relied on sensory data and 
stored response patterns. After the response pattern 



was initiated, subsequent sensory data were ignored. 
The motions were of fixed magnitude independent of 
the initial stimulus. This control system was used for 
a prosthetic device for a single leg above-the--knee am
putee where the motion of the other leg provided the 
corrections necessary for balance. 

COM to C OM to 
Link Proximal (m) Distal (m) 

Body 0.0 
Upper Leg 0.095 -0.095 
Lower Leg 0.221 

Table 2: The distance from the center of mass of each 
link to the distal and proximaljoints in z for the canon
ical configuration of the robot (the distance in x and 
y is zero for this model). 

Brooks's subsumption architecture (Brooks 1989) 
uses an approach that combines many simple reflex
like actions to produce more complex behaviors. He 
has implemented complicated actions like six-legged 
walking through many interacting behaviors. One re
flex specifies that feet that are off the ground should be 
swung forward while the other legs are swung back. A 
global gait generator specifies the movement order of 
the legs while inhibitory connections between the legs 
prevent conflicting reflexes from acting simultaneously. 

Nagle (1994) developed algorithms for running on 
terrain that was known to be slippery. By running 
slowly, foot forces were nearly vertical. His controller 
used a priori knowledge or estimation of friction coef
ficients to prevent slipping by confining control forces 
and torques to slip-free regions. Nagle evaluated the 
performance of this strategy for running on slippery 
terrain with a simulation of a one-legged hopping robot 
and found that the robot was able to run up steeper 
and more slippery inclines using this strategy. 

Dynamic Bipedal Robots 

The simulated robot used in this paper is based on 
a planar biped robot that was constructed by Raib
ert and his colleagues (Raibert 1986; Hodgins, Koech
ling, and Raibert 1986). The simulation of the biped is 
three-dimensional and has three controlled degrees of 
freedom at each hip and one for each leg (Figure 1) . In 
the physical robot, the leg contains a hydraulic actua
tor in series with an air spring. The simulation mod
els the leg spring as a linear spring. In experiments 
with the physical robots, hydraulic fluid leaks created 
slippery spots which caused the robot to fall , as illus-
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trated in Figures 2 and 3. This data was collected at 
Raibert's laboratory at the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology. 

Figure 4: Simulated Biped Slip. The dark circle is 
a region with a reduced coefficient of friction. Without 
slipping reflexes, the biped is unable to complete a step 
on a slippery surface. The first leg slips, almost imme
diately becoming airborne as it accelerates forward. As 
the body falls, the second leg hits the surface, and also 
slips. The second legs continues to accelerate forward. 
[Friction coefficient: 0.04. Timestamps (s): 2.78, 2.84, 
2.88, 2.90, 2.91, 2.93] 

The simulation includes the equations of motion, a 
control system for bipedal running, a graphical model 
of the robot , and an user interface for interacting with 
the simulation. The equations of motion for the robot 
were generated using a commercially available package 
(Rosenthal and Sherman 1986). The package gener
ates subroutines for the equations using a variant of 
Kane 's method and a symbolic simplification phase. 
The parameters of the simulated robot are based on 
the physical robot and are listed in table 1 and ta
ble 2. A sequence of frames of a slipping simulated 
biped is shown in Figure 4. Data for a sequence sim
ilar to Figure 3 is plotted for the simulated biped in 
Figure 5. 

Biped Control 

Dynamically stable, steady-state running is achieved 
by decomposing the control problem into three largely 
decoupled subtasks: hopping height, forward veloc
ity, and attitude adjustment. Hopping height is main
tained by adding enough energy to the spring in the leg 
during stance to account for the system 's dissipative 
losses. Forward velocity is maintained by choosing a 
footfall location that provides symmetric deceleration 
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Figure 5: Slipping Data of the Simulated Robot. 
These graphs plot running and slipping for a simulated 
three dimensional biped . After taking five steps on 
a surface with a friction coefficient of 1. 0, the robot 
steps on a region with a coefficient of 0.20 and slips. 
Because no slipping recovery strategies are active , the 
robot falls. The top three graphs show the orientation 
and forward speed of the body. The bottom two graphs 
show the leg angles of both legs and the position of each 
foot on the ground . When the foot slips (dotted line), 
it leaves the ground and the other foot soon impacts . 
At the start of each step , the body decelerates, then 
accelerates. When the slip occurs, the forward speed 
plot shows the body deceleration and acceleration as 
both feet hit the ground. 
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and acceleration as the leg swings through compres
sion and decompression while the foot is on the ground . 
The attitude of the body (pitch, roll, and yaw) is main
tained with proportional-derivative servos that apply 
torques between the body and the leg while the foot is 
on the ground. For further details on the control sys
tem , see Hodgins, Koechling , and Raibert (1986) and 
Raibert (1986). 

The biped control system is implemented as a state 
machine that sequences through flight and stance 
phases for each leg, applying the control laws that 
are appropriate for each state. As shown in Figure 6, 
flight is followed by a stance phase consisting of four 
states . During loading, the foot makes contact with 
the ground and begins to bear the weight of the robot. 
During compression, the leg spring is compressed by 
the downward velocity of the robot. After the spring 
has stopped the vertical deceleration of the body, the 
body begins to rebound during thrust. As the leg 
reaches maximum extension during unloading, it ceases 
to bear any weight. After liftoff, the roles of the legs 
are reversed and the second leg is positioned forward 
in anticipation of touchdown. 

Direction of Travel 

Flight Loading Compression Thrust Unloading 

Figure 6: Control States. Running is achieved by 
dividing the step into several phases and applying the 
appropriate control laws during each phase. In bipedal 
running the legs are used in alternation so the states 
drawn here are repeated during the next step with the 
roles of the left and right legs reversed. 

Slipping 

The impact of the foot on the ground, the weight of 
the robot and the forces and torques generated in the 
hip and leg servos create a force on the ground during 
a step, as shown in Figure 7. Slipping occurs when 
the horizontal component of the force of the foot on 
the ground, Fh , exceeds the maximum force of static 
friction returned by the ground. A simple model of 
this interaction is that the maximum force of static 
friction is directly proportional to the normal force of 
the ground on the foot, Fv. Under this model, slipping 



will occur when the horizontal component ofF exceeds 
the vertical component times the coefficient of static 
friction: 

(1) 

where f-is is the coefficient of static friction . Once 
slipping occurs, the horizontal force returned by the 
ground is given by 

(2) 

where J-id is the coefficient of dynamic friction. These 
relationships define a friction cone, illustrated in Fig
ure 7. When the force of the foot on the ground lies 
within the friction cone the foot does not slip. The 
angle of the cone is given by 

(3) 

Note that this cone is defined for foot forces, not leg 
angles. The motion of the leg prior to impact affects 
the direction of the foot's force on the ground, as do 
the control torques applied to the hip joint. Leg spring 
forces, however, are axial to the leg . Foot ~~orces are 
most likely to exceed the friction cone at the start or 
end of a step, where the leg angles are greatest . Slips at 
the start of the step are more likely because the foot 
is moving with respect to the ground. Slips during 
liftoff are are less likely since the foot is stationary. 
Slips during liftoff are less critical because the step is 
nearly complete; the controller has already executed 
corrections during the step. The goal in slip recovery 
is to move the leg so that the forces on the foot are 
within the friction cone. 

Figure 7: Foot Forces and the Friction Cone. 
During a step, the foot produces forces on the ground , 
F, with horizontal and vertical components, Fh and 
Fv. Slipping occurs when the angle of the impact force 
is outside the cone of friction . 

Our simulations assumed minimal sensory informa
tion: nothing was known about the surface a priori and 
the extent of the slipping area was unavailable to the 
control system. This lack of sensory information lim
ited the strategies that were available to the control 
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system; for example, it could not prepare for a step 
on a slippery surface in advance of the touchdown. It 
could not attempt to position the foot outside the slip
pery area to find a good foothold. Neither the forces on 
the feet, nor the coefficients of friction, were available 
to the control system. 

The control system could detect that a slip had oc
curred. There are several methods a physical robot 
could use to detect slips. Indirect methods measure 
joint angles and velocities or structural forces to in
fer slipping. Direct methods include encoder wheels 
and microslip detectors. For, example , a single chan
nel encoding wheel attached to the foot could be used 
to detect movement of the foot during stance. 

Once the control system has detected a slip, it can 
attempt to continue the step or it can abandon that 
step and pull the leg off the ground. In the first case , 
hip torques or leg forces can be applied to increase 
the vertical component of the foot force while decreas
ing the horizontal component, thus returning the force 
vector to within the friction cone. If the step is aban
doned, one of the legs can be positioned during the next 
flight phase so that the leg angle at the next touch
down will be near vertical or both legs can be moved 
to a triangular configuration. In the simulations de
scribed here, we defined a recovery to be successful if 
the robot is able to continue running beyond the slip
pery region, taking subsequent steps on a non-slippery 
surface. Changes in velocity or hopping height were 
not considered to be a failure provided that the con
trol system was able to maintain balance and return 
to steady-state running. 

Slipping Strategies 

Reacting to a slip requires careful management of the 
horizontal and vertical components of the forces gen
erated by the impact of the foot on the ground. These 
forces vary with hopping height, forward velocity, leg 
angle at touchdown and velocity of the foot with re
spect to the ground at touchdown. Initial responses to 
a slip can attempt to directly alter the force vector by 
generating a torque at the hip or a force axial to the 
leg (Figure 8). 

The first strategy we considered responds to a slip 
detection by increasing the hip torque. After the foot 
regains a foothold, the hip controller reverts to its nor
mal task during a step, correcting pitch errors. The 
second strategy responds to a slip by compressing the 
leg spring to increase the force at the foot and re
gain a foothold . The third strategy combines these 
approaches. 

Under some conditions, these strategies for slip re-



Direction of Travel 

Figure 8: Same Step Reactions. Once a slip has 
been detected, the hip can be rotated or the leg can be 
extended to increase the vertical force on the ground. 

covery have undesirable consequences. For example, a 
torque applied at the hip will also increase the forward 
velocity of the body. A decrease is preferred because 
the body trajectories are closer to vertical for the same 
hopping height. The forward velocity also determines 
the the leg angle at the next touchdown; slower veloci
ties create angles that are closer to vertical. A reduced 
velocity therefore reduces the likelihood of a slip on 
a subsequent step. Applying a torque at the hip also 
interferes with the correction of body attitude during 
stance and tends to increase the pitch of the body. 

Forcing the foot into the ground by increasing the 
desired leg length after ground contact does not inter
fere with body attitude adjustment and tends to slow 
the robot. In normal running, the leg is closer to ver
tical than horizontal at touchdown , so increasing the 
force in the leg can be expected to increase the vertical 
component of the force more than the horizontal com
ponent. Increasing the axial force in the leg will also 
add energy into the system and will increase length of 
the subsequent flight phase if no other control actions 
are taken. Although higher hops , for a given forward 
velocity, have more nearly vertical impacts, pitch, roll, 
and yaw errors can only be corrected while the robot 
is on the ground; higher hops allow greater accumula
tion of takeoff errors. To return to the desired hopping 
height, the added energy is removed. 

The basis of the leg forcing strategy is a fundamen
tal mechanism for gaining a firm foothold. This mech
anism will be used in the other reaction strategies and 
discussed further in the next section. 

Increasing the Foot Forces 

In a normal running step, the leg spring stores energy 
during the stance phase and causes the body mass to 
have approximately equal and opposite vertical veloci-
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ties at liftoff and touchdown. To maintain the duration 
of flight, .the control system lengthens the leg to add 
energy equivalent to that lost due to internal mechani
cal losses and due to the impact of the unsprung mass 
of the lower leg with the ground. Thrust occurs at the 
moment of maximum compression of the spring, as il
lustrated in Figure 9. If the robot requires a higher 
jump and a longer flight duration, the control sys
tem extends the leg more during stance, adding more 
energy into the system. Reducing or eliminating the 
leg extension decreases the duration of the subsequent 
flight phase. To reduce the flight duration further, the 
control system can remove energy from the system by 
lengthening the leg spring. 

Normal Step 

t m•m J•'••nm••+-
Grow1d contact Maximwn 

Compression 

Forced Step 

Slip Detected Maximwn Liftoff 

Compression 

Liftoff 

Figure 9: Forcing the Foot into the Ground. In 
a normal step, energy is added into the leg spring at 
the moment of maximum compression. Increasing the 
loading on the leg just after touchdown forces the foot 
into the ground but adds energy to the system. The 
control system must remove this energy from the spring 
if the flight duration is to remain constant. ld is the de
sired leg length. l::!.l is the change in desired leg length 
that returns the biped to the desired hopping height. 

In responding to a slip, the control system may alter 
this sequence by extending the leg as soon as the slip 
is detected. The repositioning strategies described be
low extend the leg immediately after touchdown and 
later removes the added energy by lengthening the leg 
spring when the leg is vertical and the danger of slip
ping is reduced, as illustrated in Figure 9. Because the 
extra energy is removed, the hopping height remains 
the same. The result is larger vertical foot forces on the 
ground soon after contact. We refer to this technique 
as forcing the foot. 

A secondary effeCt of this strategy is that the pe
riod of time during which the spring is passively com-



presswn is reduced. As a result, the stance phase is 
shorter . We have observed that this quick stepping 
style is a useful method for briefly running on slippery 
surfaces because the leg angle at touchdown is near ver
tical. However , the shorter stance phase also reduces 
the time available for correction of the body attitude, 
making steady-state running difficult to achieve. 

Reconfiguration Strategies 

The step on which the initial slip occured may be aban
doned by immediately lifting the foot ; the resulting 
flight phase provides a brief opportunity to prepare 
for another landing on the slippery surface. By re
configuring the legs in anticipation of a slippery sur
face , the control system can attempt to keep the foot 
forces within the friction cone. Because the coefficient 
of friction is not known, the size of the friction cone 
is unknown. Therefore the best place for tl:e foot at 
the next touchdown is directly under the body, mak
ing the leg vertical at touchdown. During the step, 
normal pitch, roll, and yaw control are applied . Fig
ure 10 diagrams the strategies that reposition the legs. 
Sequences of frames showing the single leg reposition
ing strategies recovering from slips are shown in Fig
ures 11 and 12. 

Aft.er a slip has been detected, both leg~:: may be 
used in the recovery by configuring them in a narrow 
fixed triangle vertically centered under the body. The 
control system attempts to form and hold this triangle 
throughout the subsequent step and does not apply the 
normal pitch, roll, and yaw adjustments. Instead, the 
robot essentially bounces, letting the geometric config
uration provide stability instead of active pitch, roll, 
and yaw control. This strategy assumes stable running 
prior to the slipping step. Note that the leg angles in 
normal running are nearly symmetric during the flight 
phase of steady-state running. The control system only 
has to make the leg lengths equal to create a symmet
ric triangle. Because the extent of the friction cone is 
unknown , however , the triangle is narrowed so the legs 
are closer vertical. Once both feet contact the ground, 
the leg forcing function is applied. After both feet have 
lifted off the ground, the control returns to a normal 
flight state. A sequence of frames from a slip recovery 
using the stable triangle strategy is shown in Figure 13. 

Simulation Results 

The strategies were tested by varying the initial veloc
ity and the coefficient of friction to produce multiple 
runs. A starting state was created using the configu
ration of the robot in mid-flight during steady-state 
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Direction of Travel 

> 
Front Foot Reposition 

Detect Slip Set Front Leg Compress Rebound 

Rear Foot Reposition 

Detect Slip Set Rear Leg Compress Rebound 

Stable Triangle 

Detect Slip Form Triangle Compress Rebound 

Figure 10: Reconfiguration Strategies. After a slip 
has been detected, the initial step is abandoned and 
one or both of the legs is repositioned for the next 
step . The leg angle at touchdown on the next step will 
be closer to vertical, keeping the impact force vector 
within the friction cone. 

Figure 11: Front Leg Repositioning. The front leg 
is lifted and repositioned for a more vertical impact. 
[Friction coefficient: 0.20. Timestamps (s): 2.78, 2.81, 
2.87, 2.70, 2.91 , 2.93] 



Figure 12: Rear Leg Repositioning. The rear leg 
is brought under the slipping robot to arrest the fall. 
Note that the newly planted leg slips upon takeoff, 
but the step is successful because the body attitude is 
not disturbed significantly. [Friction coefficient: 0.20. 
Timestamps (s): 2.78, 2.83 , 2.85, 2.88, 2.90, 2.93] 

Figure 13: Stable Triangle Recovery. The biped 
forms a stable triangle . Although the legs still slip just 
prior to liftoff, the control system is able to recover 
because the slip is symmetric and occurs at the end 
of the step.[Friction coefficient: 0.04. Timestamps (s): 
2.78, 2.81, 2.85, 2.89, 2.91, 2.97] 
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running. A small, circular slippery area was simu
lated at the location of the next footfall. During each 
successful run, the robot stepped once in the slippery 
area, and then made three additional steps on the non
slippery surface. The initial velocity was 2.5 ± 0.25 
m/s. The size of the slippery area was chosen for each 
reaction strategy to be large enough to prevent a foot 
from sliding to the edge, which often allowed an easy 
recovery. The slippery area was small enough that sub
sequent footfalls were located outside the slippery area. 
Twenty friction coefficients between 0.05 and 1.0 were 
used. Both static and kinetic coefficients were set to 
the same value for each trial, which consisted of five 
simulations with different initial velocities. The robot 
was judged able to recover from a slip at a given coeffi
cient of friction if three or more of trials were completed 
without crashing . 

Figure 14 shows the range of coefficients for which 
each strategy could recover . Slipping did not occur 
until the coefficients fell below 0.95. Once slipping oc
curred, the normal running controller was unable to 
continue. The leg force and the hip torque reactions 
were successful down to coefficients of friction of 0.40 
when the strategies were used individually and 0.45 
when the strategies were combined. 

For the successful trials, we computed a measure of 
the error at the moment of footfall of the step after 
the slip . The error measure was the summed absolute 
values of differences between the actual and desired 
angle for the fore-aft angle of the two legs, the pitch 
angle, and the roll angle: 

Error lhip_(}l- hip_(}ldl + lhip_(}2- hip_(}2dl 

+ lpitch- pitchdl + !roll- rolldl 

The error calculation was designed to measure how 
well the slip recovery strategy had positioned the robot 
after the slip step, the recovery step , and the subse
quent ballistic flight. The errors for the successful trials 
were averaged to compute the data shown in Figure 15. 
This graph illustrates the tradeoff between the two 
classes of strategies. Longer lines indicate strategies 
that successfully negotiate lower friction coefficients. 
Lower lines indicate strategies that produce lower er
rors. 

The leg force and hip torque strategies feature 
smooth recoveries because they continue the slipping 
step and correct the previously accumulated errors. 
The repositioning strategies, in contrast , delay error 
correction and accumulate more errors due the slip 
and the flight phase during which the legs are reconfig
ured. The single leg repositioning strategies correct er
rors once the foot has landed on the step following the 



initial step. The stable triangle strategy attempts no 
error correction. The leg force and hip torque strate
gies actually show decreased errors as the coefficient of 
friction is lowered. 

None 

Hlp Torque 

Leg Force 

Rear Leg Reposition 

Stable Triangle 

1~ 0~ OB 0.7 0.6 0.5 OA 0~ 0.2 0 . 1 0~ 

Coefficients o1' Friction 

Figure 14: Minimum Frictions. Each strategy has a 
minimum friction below which it cannot recover. For 
recovering from a single slippery step, the leg reposi
tioning strategies can accommodate the largest range 
of friction coefficients. 

The repositioning strategies are successful at lower 
coefficients of friction than the leg force and hip torque 
strategies. However, the repositioning strategies cause 
greater errors in the subsequent steps. This tradeoff 
suggests that if friction coefficient estimates were avail
able or known a priori, they could be used to select the 
appropriate strategy for slipping. 

The rear leg repositioning strategy begins to fail at a 
friction coefficient of 0.40, as shown by the steep curve 
in Figure 15. Near this value, the strategy cannot pre
vent slips; errors accumulate rapidly and the number 
of successful recoveries declines. The front leg reposi
tioning strategy begins to fail at 0.20. The difference 
is due to ground speed matching. Because the robot 
is moving forward while the foot is airborne, bringing 
the rear leg forward increases the speed difference be
tween the foot and the ground. Bringing the front leg 
back reduces the speed differential. On impact, the 
foot with the lower differential is subjected to smaller 
horizontal forces and is less likely to slip. 

The stable triangle strategy attempts to form a nar
row triangle during the brief flight. For the speed and 
hopping heights used in the simulation, there was in
sufficient time to achieve the new configuration. As 
a result, the legs were moving upon ground contact 
and experienced both increased and decreased ground 
speed differentials. However, if the foot with the lower 
differential makes a non-slipping ground contact, the 
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robot's speed decreases, as shown in Figure 5. The 
speed decrease enables the other foot to make a suc
cessful ground-contact. The stable triangle strategy 
begins to fail at coefficients of 0.20, like the front leg 
repositioning strategy. 

Both the front leg repositioning and the stable trian
gle strategies are able to recover from slips on ground 
with coefficients as low as 0.05. Both experience in
creased slipping, but often successfully recover because 
the slips occur at the end of the recovery step. Fig
ure 12 shows a successful ground contact and rebound 
followed by a slip upon takeoff. Because the hopping 
height, forward speed, and body attitude control al
gorithms have already been applied, the slip has little 
effect on the robot . Figure 13 shows slips after recov
ery by the stable triangle strategy. Note that the slips 
are nearly symmetrical. The resulting torques on the 
body cancel, enabling recovery with lower errors than 
those of slightly higher friction coefficients. 
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Figure 15: Touchdown Errors. If the robot recov
ers from a slip, it starts the next step with some er
ror. This graph illustrates the tradeoff between smooth 
running and successful slip recovery. Lower curves in
dicate fewer body and leg angle errors. Longer curves 
indicate a greater range of friction coefficients that can 
be tolerated. Although the leg reposition and stable 
triangle strategies can recover from slips at lower coef
ficients of friction, they do so with increased errors. 

Discussion and Conclusions 

We have considered the problem of creating reflex
ive responses to slipping given only the detection of a 



presently occurring slip. We distinguished two classes 
of reactions, one-step strategies and two step strate
gies, depending on whether the correction was applied 
in the slip step or in the following step. Reactions that 
continue the slipping step produce smoother recover
ies but only for the upper range of friction coefficients. 
Reactions that abandon the slipping step are capable 
of negotiating a larger range of surfaces but with larger 
resulting errors. Knowledge of the environment is re
quired to choose the best strategy. 

Given slipping reflexes , the extent of the slippery 
surface can be considered. Our simulations focussed on 
traversal of a single patch in which one footfall slipped. 
Some observations can be made regarding running on a 
slippery surface. For higher coefficients of friction , the 
strategies with the lowest errors, the force and torque 
reactions, are most likely to succeed . It may appear 
that the repositioning strategies are limited because 
continual slipping would cause them to abandon every 
other step. However, all of the reflexive the strategies 
reduce the forward velocity during the slip recovery, 
making the legs more vertical. Preliminary results in
dicate that only a few slipping reactions may be re
quired to achieve steady non-slipping running on the 
slippery surface. 

If the biped's foot is moving with respect to the 
ground at touchdown, the horizontal force on the 
ground is increased in the direction of motion, increas
ing the danger of slipping. Strategies for running on 
slippery surfaces should try to reduce the relative mo
tion of the foot and the ground prior to impact . This 
principle, called ground-speed matching, is useful in slip 
prevention. It also reduces the jarring of non-slip im
pacts and is used by animals and human runners. 

Even with models or sensors to provide knowledge of 
the surface properties before contact, reflexive slipping 
strategies are required to provide robustness under es
timation error or sensor noise. Slipping reactions are 
also fundamental to many other rough terrain prob
lems. Slopes, uneven surfaces, and small obstacles cre
ate oblique impact angles that can cause slipping. Re
flexive slipping responses enable successful traversal of 
these terrains. A successful rough terrain robot will 
combine slipping reflexes with other walking or run
ning primitives including reflexive strategies for stum
bling, sticking, slopes, surface steps, and step-length 
adjustment. 
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Reflexive Responses to Slipping 
and Tripping for Bipedal Robots 

Gary N. Boone and Jessica K. Hodgins 

Abstract- Many robot applications require traversing 
rou~h or unmodeled terrain. This paper explores strate
gies ~or responding to two common types of surface contact 
error: slips and trips. Due to the rapid respons<~ required 
and t he inaccuracies of sensing uneven terrain, we propose 
a set of reflexes that respond without attempting to model 
or analyze the error condition. These reflexive responses 
ena~le robust recovery from a variety of contact errors. We 
pres~nt experimental trials for single-slip tasks with vary
ing cpefficients of friction and single-trip tasks with· varying 
obst~cle heights. 

/( eywords- reactive control, reflexes, rough terk~ain, slip
ping,! tripping, biped locomotion 

I. INTRODUCTION 

ROUGH terrain occurs not only in natural environ
ments but also in environments that have been con
I 

structed or modified for human use. Currently, most legged 
robots lack the control techniques that would allow them 
to behave robustly on such relatively simple rough terrain 
as st~irs, curbs , grass , and slopes. Even smooth topogra
phies become difficult to traverse if they include small ob
stacles, loose particles , and slippery areas. Many control 
syste~1s for bipedal robots have assumed steady-state run
ning 0ver smooth surfaces, but some have explored control 
technhues for rough terrain. Controllers for statically sta
ble rdbots have used foot-placement algorithms to insure 
viablJ footholds . However , for dynamically stable robots , 
narrow timing and foot-placement requirements increase 
the difflculty of designing controllers than can anticipate or 
react to rough terrain contact errors. This paper demon
strates the utility of preprogrammed high-level responses 
to errbrs during locomotion in a complex dynamic envi
ronmdnt . A suite of responses allows a simulated, three
dimensional, bipedal robot to recover from slipping on low 
frictioh surfaces and tripping over small obstacles. These 
reflexe's are shown to provide robust recoveries to errors in 
several tasks. 

Marly ground contact errors would be avoided if the con
trol system could guide the robot around slippery areas and 
obstacles. However, sensing the surface properties of ter
rain before making contact is not always possible because 
of the 'limitations of available sensors and because of the 
apprO>hmate nature of information obtained at a distance. 
Holes, steps, bumps, debris, and sticky or slippery areas are 
difficul!t to detect from a distance with current technology. 
If the ~obot cannot detect and avoid or prepare for sur
face fe tures in advance, then robust locomotion on rough 
terrain requires that the robot respond to unexpected fea-
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Body 

Rearward Leg 

Foot 

Direction of Travel 

> 3 degree of freedom 
hip joint for each leg 

I degree of freedom 
telescoping leg joint 
for each leg 

Fig. 1. Biped Structure. The simulated bipedal robot consists of 
a body and two telescoping legs. Each leg has three degrees of 
freedom at the hip and a fourth degree of freedom for the length 
of the leg. 

Fig. 2. Examples of a Slip and Trip. \Vithout controller enhance
ments, the simulated robot. does not respond t.o slippery areas or 
obstacle contacts, leading to crashes . 

tures after the contact error has occured. For dynamically 
stable robots, which run with a ballistic flight phase , these 
responses must be effected before the robot crashes. Thus 
the time available for modeling the surface and planning an 
appropriate reaction is severely limited. In the case of the 
dynamically stable biped described below, the controller 
may have less than a dozen controller time steps in which 
to choose an appropriate recovery action. 

We define reflexes as responses with limited sensing and 
no modeling. That. is, the robot can detect a slip, but. 
does not attempt to estimate the surface or obstacle prop
erties or calculate a corresponding recovery plan. Instead, 
the slipping and tripping sensors trigger fixed responses . 
These reflexes are defined at. a high level, such as reconfig
urations of the leg positions, and at a low level, such as t.he 
modification of servo gains . Just as animal motor programs 
can be considered both open-loop and closed-loop[ 1]. sev-



Fig. Physical Biped Slip. Planar two-legged robot running 
across an oily spot on the floor of the Leg Laboratory at the 
M~sachusetts Institute of Technology. (Timestamps (s): 0.5, 
1.67 , 2 .83, 3.53, 4 .00, 5.17) 

eral l<Dw-level feedback control laws to operate during the 
prim+ ily open-loop reflex responses. For example, a re
flex 11jlay reconfigure the leg position, but sensing is used 
to det:ermine transitions in the leg controller state machine 
during the recovery step . 

Du ting experimentation with a planar bipedal robot , the 
robot ~sometimes slipped on hydraulic oil or tripped on ca
bles i ~ its path . Because the robot had no responses cus
tomized for these error conditions, it almost always imme
diate} ~ crashed. This paper reports a set of fixed reflexes 

i 
that v.[ere sufficient to enable robust recoveries for this com-
plex , dynamic system in tasks involving a single slip or trip. 

In tlhe next section, we describe previous approaches to 
legged

1

Iocomotion in rough terrain . In Section III , we con
sider qiological reflexes. Section IV describes the simulated 
biped /robot and its control system. The slipping problem, 
slippi ~g reflexes, and simulation results are presented in 
Sectioh V, followed by the tripping problem, tripping re
flexes, ! and results in Section VI. The reflex approach and 
results. are discussed in Section VII. 

I I. II. RouGH .TERRAIN LocoMOTION 

A Sl!lltable foothold IS one that allows a legged system 
to ma~ntain balance and continue walking or running. For 
statically stable locomotion, the difficulty is not in plac
ing th~ robot's feet on footholds, but in deciding which 
locatidns on the terrain provide suitable footholds. Suc
cessfulllocomotion on rough terrain has been demonstrated 
by thel Adaptive Sus~ension Vehicle[2] .and Ambler[3], [4], 
[5]. T fu ese large, statically stable machmes have traversed 
grassy I slopes, muddy cornfields , and surfaces that include 
railro~d ties and lar~e rocks .. Static st~bility has allo'"':ed 
these Ijobots emphasize detection at a distance and avOid
ance of obstacles and uncertain footholds. 

Kleih and Kittivatcharapong[6] proposed algorithms for 
ensuriqg that foot forces remain within the friction cone 
and id:entifying situations in which these constra]nts , or 
the desired body forces and torques, cannot be achieved. 
Their Work addressed prevention of slipping and did not 
considJr sensor noise or responses to unmodeled surfaces. 
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Fig. 4. Slipping Data of the Physical Robot. The physical 
planar robot slipped on oil during a laboratory experiment at 
the point indicated by the vertical dotted lines. The top three 
graphs show the height, forward speed, and orientation of the 
body. The bottom two graphs show the leg angles of both legs 
and the position of each foot on the ground . For each step but 
the last , the foot is stationary while it is on the ground. 

For dynamically stable robots , the control of step length 
for locomotion on rough terrain interacts with the control of 
balance. Hodgins and Raibert[7] implemented three meth
ods for controlling step length of a running biped robot . 
Each method adjusted one parameter of the running cy
cle: forward running speed , running height, or duration 
of ground contact. In laboratory demonstrations , a biped 
running machine used these methods for adjusting step 
length to place its feet on targets, leap over obstacles, and 
run up and down a short flight of stairs. However. un
like the tasks described below, the size and location of the 
objects were known to the controller in advance. 

Nagle[8] developed algorithms for running on terrain that 
was known to be slippery. By running slowly, the robot 
generated nearly vertical foot forces. His controller used 
a priori knowledge or estimation of friction coefficients to 
prevent slipping by confining control forces and torques to 
slip-free regions. 

Ill. REFLEXIVE RESPONSES TO ERRORS 

Biological systems use many different reflexes in loco
motion and manipulation. Reflexes help to restore bal
ance when perturbations occur during \Valking or stand
ing[9], [10], [11] . The role of reflexes in walking is complex : 
the same stimulus elicits a different response in the stance 
phase than in the swing phase[12], [13], [14] . Touching the 



foot of a cat or human during a swing phase, for example, 
will cause the leg to flex, raising the foot . If an obsta
cle caused the stimulus, this response might lift the foot 
over the obstacle and allow walking to continue. During 
the stance phase, a stimulus delivered to the foot causes 
the leg to push down harder, resulting in a shorter stance 
phase. Although these actions are opposite, both facilitate 
the continuation of locomotion. 

Robotics has adopted the term "reflex" from the biolog
ical literature, but in both biology and robotics the precise 
definition of the term varies from study to study. Most 
researchers in robotics use the term to mean a quick re
sponse initiated by sensory input. Some require reflexes to 
be open-loop and to proceed independently of subsequent 
sensory input[15], [16); others apply the term more loosely 
to describe actions that are performed with feedback until 
a terminating sensory event occurs[17]. In some cases, re
flexes refer to general purpose actions[18], [19] and in others 
only to actions taken to correct errors or to compensate for 
disturbances[17]. 

Brooks's subsumption architecture[19] combined several 
simple reflex-like actions to produce complex behaviors 
such as six-legged walking. A global gait generator spec
ified the order of leg use while inhibitory connections be
tween the legs prevented conflicting reflexes from acting 
simultaneously. 

Hirose[18] built and controlled a statically stable 
quadruped that used a reflexive probing action to climb 
over objects and to walk up and down steps without visual 
input or a map of the terrain. 

Wong and Orin[17] implemented two reflex responses for 
a prototype leg of the Adaptive Suspension Vehicle. Using 
velocity and hydraulic pressure information from sensors 
at the joints, they were able to detect foot contact and 
slippage. The foot contact reflex reduced the peak forces 
at touchdown. The foot slippage reflex was used to detect 
and halt slipping. 

Reflex responses have also been used in manipulation. 
Tomovic and Boni[15] used a reflex response to implement 
grasping for the Belgrade prosthetic hand. Bekey and To
movi<!:[16] continued the exploration of prosthetic control 
systems with a rule-based technique that relied on sensory 
data and fixed response patterns. 

IV . DYNAMIC BIPEDAL RoBoTs 

The simulated robot used in our research is based on 
a planar biped robot constructed by Raibert and col
leagues[20], [21]. The simulated biped is three-dimensional 
and has three controlled degrees of freedom at each hip 
and one for the length of each leg (Figure 1). In the phys
ical robot, the leg contains a hydraulic actuator in series 
with an air spring. The simulation models the leg spring 
as a linear spring with a controllable rest length. In ex
periments with the physical robots, hydraulic fluid leaks 
occasionally created slippery spots that caused the robot 
to fall (Figures 3 and 4). A simulation of a similar fall is 
plotted in Figures 5 and 6. The physical robot was also 
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Fig. 5. Simulated Biped Slip. The dark circle represents an area 
of the floor with a reduced coefficient of friction. Without slipping 
reflexes, the simulated biped is unable to complete a step on a 
slippery surface. The first leg slips, almost immediately becoming 
airborne as it accelerates forward. As the body falls, the second 
leg hits the surface and also slips. The second leg continues to 
accelerate forward. [Friction coefficient: 0.04. Timestamps (s): 
0.78, 0.84, 0.88, 0.90, 0.91' 0.93) 

able to climb stairs and jump over boxes[21]; however, the 
positions of the obstacles were known in advance. The cur
rent research extends the controller to handle unexpected 
slips and unanticipated box impacts. 

The simulation includes the equations of motion, a con
trol system for bipedal running, a graphical model of the 
robot, and a user interface for interacting with the simula
tion. The equations of motion for the robot were generated 
using a commercially available package[22]. The parame
ters of the simulated robot are based on the physical robot . 

The controller achieves dynamically stable, steady-state 
running by decomposing the control problem into three 
largely decoupled subtasks: hopping height, forward ve
locity, and body attitude. Hopping height is maintained 
by adding enough energy to the spring in the leg dur
ing stance to account for the system's dissipative losses. 
Forward velocity is maintained by choosing a leg angle at 
touchdown that provides symmetric deceleration and ac
celeration as the leg swings through compression and de
compression while the foot contacts the ground. The atti
tude of the body (pitch, roll, and yaw) is maintained with 
proportional-derivative servos that apply torques bet\veen 
the body and the leg while the foot is on the ground . 

The biped control system is implemented as a state ma
chine that sequences through flight and stance phases for 
each leg, applying the control laws that are appropriate 
for each state. As shown in Figure 7, flight is followed by 
a stance phase of four states. During loading, the foot 
makes contact with the ground and begins to bear the 
weight. of the robot.. During compression, the leg spring 
is compressed by the downward velocity of the robot. Af
ter the spring has stopped the vertical deceleration of the 
body, the body begins to rebound during thrust. As the leg 
reaches maximum extension during unloading, it ceases to 
bear weight . After liftoff. the roles of the legs are reversed 
and the second leg is positioned forward in anticipation 
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Fig. 6. Slipping Data of the Simulated Robot. After taking 
five steps on a surface with a friction coefficient of 1.0, the robot 
steps on a region with a coefficient. of 0.20 and slips. Because no 
slipping recovery strategies are active, the robot falls . The top 
three graphs show the height, forward speed, and orientation of 
the body. The bottom two graphs show the leg angles of both 
legs and the position of each foot on t.he ground. When the foot 
slips (vertical dotted line), it leaves the ground and the other foot 
so~n impacts. 

Direction of Travel 

RRx5£ 
Flight Loading Compression Thrust Unloading 

Fig. 7. Control States. Running is achieved by dividing each step 
into several phases and applying the appropriate control laws 
during each phase. 

of touchdown. For further details on the control system, 
see [21] and [20]. 

V. SLIPPING 

The impact of the foot on the ground, the weight of the 
robot, and the forces and torques generated by the hip 
and leg servos create a force on the ground during a step 
(Figure 8). Slipping occurs when the horizontal component 
of the force of the foot on the ground, Fh, exceeds the 
maxiJTlum force of static friction returned by the ground. A 
simple model of this interaction is that the maximum force 
of static friction is directly proportional to the normal force 
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Fig. 8. Foot Forces and the Friction Cone. During a step , 
the foot produces forces on the ground, F, with horizontal and 
vertical components, Fh and Fv. Slipping occurs when the angle 
of the impact force is outside the friction cone. 

of the ground on the foot, Fv. Under this model, slipping 
will occur when the horizontal component ofF exceeds the 
vertical component times the coefficient of static friction: 

where J-.ls is the coefficient of static friction. When slipping 
occurs, the horizontal force returned by the ground is given 
by 

Fh = J-.ldFv, 

where J-.ld is the coefficient of dynamic friction. These re
lationships define a. friction cone, illustrated in Figure 8. 
When the force of the foot on the ground lies within the 
friction cone, the foot does not slip. The angle of the cone 
is given by 

B=ta.n- 1 J-.ls · 

Note that this cone is defined for foot forces, not leg angles. 
The motion of the leg prior to impact affects the direction 
of the foot's force on the ground, as do the control torques 
applied to the hip joint and the leg spring. Foot forces are 
most likely to exceed the friction cone at the beginning or 
end of a step, when the leg angles are greatest. Slips at 
the beginning of a step are more likely than slips at liftoff 
because the foot is moving \vith respect to the ground at. 
touchdown. In contrast. the foot is stationary at liftoff. 
Slips during liftoff are often less critical because the step is 
nearly complete; the controller has already executed cor
rections during the step. 

Our simulations assumed minimal sensory information: 
the properties of the surface and the extent of the slip
ping area were not available to the control system. The 
controller could not adjust the leg configuration prior to 
touchdown or try to position the foot outside the slippery 
area to find a secure foothold. Neither the forces on the feet 

nor the coefficients of friction were available to t.he control 
system. However, the control system could detect slips. In 
the simulation, slips were detected when a foot moved \'vhile 
in contact with the ground . A physical robot can detect 
slips indirectly by measuring joint. angles and velocities or 
structural forces . Direct methods include encoder wheels 
and microslip detectors. 

Once the control system has detected a slip, it can at
tempt to continue the step or it can abandon that step and 
pull the leg off the ground. In the first case, hip torques or 
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Fig. 9. Same-Step Reactions. Once a slip has been detected, a 
to que can be applied at the hip or the leg can be extended to 
increase the vertical force on the ground. 
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Fig. 10. Forcing the Foot into the Ground. In a normal step 
(top), energy is added into the leg spring at the moment of max
imum compression. In the forced step (bottom), the loading on 
the leg is increased just after touchdown, forcing the foot into 
the ground and shortening the step duration. ld is the desired 
leg length. ll.l is the change in desired leg length that returns 
the biped to the desired hopping height. 

leg forces can be applied to increase the vertical component 
of the Toot. force while decreasing the horizontal component, 
thus r'eturning the force vector to within the friction cone . 

- If the step is abandoned, one of the legs can be positioned 
during the next flight phase so that. the leg angle at the next. 
touchcpown will be near vertical or both legs can be moved 
to a triangular configuration. In the simulations described 
here, we defined a recovery to be successful if the robot was 
able to continue running beyond the slippery region, tak
ing su sequent steps on a non-slippery surface. Changes in 
velocity or hopping height were not considered failures pro
vided that the control system was able to maintain balance 
and return to steady-state running. 

A. Same-Step Response Strategies 

Reacting to a slip requires careful management of the 
horizontal and vertical components of the forces generated 
by thJ impact of the foot on the ground. Initial responses 
to a slip can attempt to directly alter the force vector by 
generating a torque at the hip or a force axial to the leg 
(Figure 9). 

The first reaction we considered responds to a. slip by in
creasibg the hip torque by a fixed amount. In most cases, 
this action increases the vertical component of the foot's 
force on the ground. After the foot stops slipping, the 
hip controller reverts to its normal task of correcting pitch 
errors. This strategy may have undesirable consequences 
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Detect Slip Set Front Leg Compress Rebound 

Detect Slip Set Rear Leg Compress Rebound 

Detect Slip Form Triangle Compress Rebound 

Fig. 11. Repositioning Strategies. After a slip has been detected, 
the initial step is abandoned and one or both legs are repositioned 
for the next step. The leg angle at touchdown on the next step 
will be closer to vertical , keeping the impact force vector within 
the friction cone. 

because a torque applied at the hip also increases the for
ward velocity of the body. Thus the strategy may increase 
the likelihood of a slip on a subsequent step. Applying a 
torque at the hip also interferes with the correction of body 
attitude during stance and tends to increase the pitch of 
the body. 

The second reaction responds to a. slip by compressing 
the leg spring a. fixed amount to increase the vertical force 
at. the foot and regain a foothold. In a normal running 
step, the leg spring stores energy during the stance phase 
and causes the body mass to have approximately equal and 
opposite vertical velocities at liftoff and touchdown. To 
maintain the duration of flight, the control system length
ens the leg to add energy equivalent to that lost due to 
internal mechanical losses and due to the impact of the un
sprung mass of the lower leg with the ground. In a normal 
step, thrust occurs at the moment of maximum compres
sion of the spring (Figure 10). In responding to a slip, the 
control system may alter this sequence by extending the 
leg as soon as the slip is detected. This extension increases 
the vertical component of the foot's force on the ground. 
causing the force vector to reenter the friction cone. The 
extension also adds energy into the leg spring. The extra 
energy is removed later in the step by lengthening the leg 
spring when the leg is vertical, leaving the hopping height 
unchanged (Figure 10) . The result of extending the leg is 
greater vertical foot forces on the ground soon after con
tact. Another effect. of this reaction is to slow the robot., a 
desirable effect when the surface is slippery. 

A secondary effect of this react.ion is that the period 
of time during which the spring is passively compressed 
is reduced. As a result., the stance phase is shorter. \Ve 
have observed that. this quick-st.epping behavior is a use-



ful method for briefly running on slippery surfaces because 
the leg angle at touchdown is near vertical. However, the 
shorter stance phase also reduces the time available for cor
rection of the body attitude, making steady-state running 
difficult to achieve. 

B. Repositioning Strategies 

The step on which the initial slip occured may be aban
doned by immediately lifting the foot; the resulting flight 
phase provides a. brief opportunity to prepare for another 
landing on the slippery surface. By reconfiguring the legs in 
anticipation of a. slippery surface, the control system can 
attempt to keep the foot forces within the friction cone. 
Beca.\lse the coefficient of friction is not known, the size of 
the friction cone is unknown. Therefore, the best place for 
the foot at the next touchdown is directly under the body, 
making the leg vertical at touchdown. Figure 11 diagrams 
the strategies that reposition the legs . Figure 13 contains a. 
sequence of frames showing the rear leg repositioning strat
egy recovering from a. slip. 

After a. slip has been detected, both legs may be used 
in the recovery by configuring them in a narrow fixed tri
angle vertically centered under the body. The control sys
tem attempts to hold this triangle throughout the subse
quent~ step and does not apply the normal pitch , roll, and 
yaw adjustments. Instead, the robot bounces, letting the 
geometric configuration provide stability instead of active 
control. The leg angles in normal running are nearly sym
metric during the flight phase of steady-state running; the 
contrpl system only has to equalize the leg lengths to cre
ate a. ~ymmetric triangle. Because the extent of the friction 
cone · s unknmvn , the triangle is narrowed so the legs are 
close 'to vertical. When both feet contact the ground, foot 
forcing is applied to each. After both feet have lifted off 
the ground, the control returns to a normal flight state. 
For low coefficients of friction, the legs may slip just prior 
to liftoff. However, the control system is able to recover 
because the slips are nearly symmetrical. The resulting 
torques on the body cancel, reducing the effects on the 
body attitude. Figure 14 contains a sequence of frames 
showing a. slip recovery using the stable triangle strategy. 

C. Slipping Results 

The slipping strategies were tested by varying the ini
tial velocity of the robot and the coefficient of friction to 
produce multiple runs. A circular slippery area was sim
ulated at the location of the next footfall. During each 
successful run, the robot stepped once in the slippery area 
and then three additional times on the non-slippery sur
face. The initial velocity was 2.5 ± 0.25 m/s. The size 
of the slippery area. for each reaction strategy was large 
enough to prevent a. foot from sliding to the edge, a. sit
uation that allowed an easy recovery. The slippery area. 
was small enough that subsequent footfalls were located 
outside it. Twenty friction coefficients between 0.05 and 
1.0 w'ere used. Both static and dynamic coefficients were 
set td the same value for each trial, which consisted of five 
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Fig. 15. Minimum Frictions. Each strategy has a minimum fric
tion below which it cannot effect a recovery. The leg reposi
tioning strategies can accommodate the largest range of friction 
coefficients. 

simulations with different initial velocities . The robot was 
judged able to recover from a slip at a given coefficient of 
friction if three or more trials were completed successfully. 

Figure 15 shows the range of coefficients for which each 
strategy could effect a recovery. Slipping did not occur un
til the coefficients fell below 0.95 . After slipping occurred, 
the normal running controller was unable to continue. The 
hip torque and the foot force reactions were successful down 
to friction coefficients of 0.60 and 0.50 when the strategies 
were used individually and to 0.45 when the strategies were 
combined. 

For the successful trials, we computed a measure of the 
error at touchdown of the step after the slip. The error 
measure was the summed absolute values of differences be
tween the actual and desired angle for the fore-aft angle 
of the two legs, el and e2' the pitch angle, {3, and the roll 
angle, T 

The error calculation was designed to measure how well the 
slip recovery strategy had positioned the robot after the slip 
step, the recovery step, and the subsequent ballistic flight. 
The errors for the successful trials were averaged to com
pute the data shown in Figure 16. This graph illustrates 
the tradeoff between the two types of strategies. Longer 
curves indicate strategies that successfully negotiate lower 
friction coefficients. Lower curves indicate strategies that 
produce reduced errors. 

The foot force and hip torque strategies provide smooth 
recoveries because they continue the slipping step and cor
rect the previously accumulated errors. The repositioning 
strategies, in contrast, delay error correction and accumu
late larger errors while the legs are reconfigured. As a. re
sult, the repositioning strategies produce larger errors upon 
return to normal running. 

The rear leg repositioning strategy begins to fail at a 
friction coefficient of 0.40, as shown by the steep curve 
in Figure 16. Near this value, the number of successful 
recoveries declines and the remaining recoveries accumulate 
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Fig. 12. Front Leg Repositioning. The front leg is lifted and repositioned for a more vertical impact. [Friction coefficient: 0.20. 
Timestamps (s): 0. 78, 0.81, 0.87, 0. 70, 0.91, 0.93] 

Fig. 13. Rear Leg Repositioning. The rear leg is brought under the slipping robot to arrest the fall. The newly planted leg slips upon 
takeoff, but the step is successful because the body attitude is not disturbed significantly. The robot is able to continue running. [Friction 
coefficient: 0.20. Time stamps (s): 0 .78, 0.83, 0.85, 0.88, 0.90, 0.93] 

Fig. 14. Stable Triangle Recovery. After detecting a slip, the biped forms a stable triangle. Although the legs slip just prior to liftoff, the 
coptrol system is able to recover because the slip is symmetric and occurs at the end of the step. [Friction coefficient: 0.04. Timestamps 
(s): 0.78, 0.81, 0.85, 0.89, 0.91, 0.97] 

large errors. The front leg repositiOning strategy begins 
to fail at 0.20. The difference between the strategies is 
probably due to differences in the relative speeds of the 
foot and the ground for each strategy. Because the robot 
is mm;ing forward while the foot is airborne, bringing the 
rear leg forward increases the relative speed between the 
foot and the ground. Bringing the front leg back reduces 
the relative speed. On impact, the foot with the lower 
relative speed is subjected to smaller horizontal forces and 
is less likely to slip. 

Both the front leg repositioning and the stable triangle 
strategies enable the robot to recover from slips on ground 
with coefficients as low as 0.05. With either strategy, the 
robot experiences increased slipping as the coefficient de
creases,, but it often successfully recovers because the slips 
occur at the end of the recovery step. Figure 14 shows a 
successful ground contact and rebound followed by a slip 
upon takeoff. Because the hopping height, forward speed, 
and body attitude control algorithms have already been 
applied, the slip has little effect on the robot. 

VI. TRIPPING 

During normal running, the control system detects ex
pected 1events, such as foot. contact or initial leg spring com-

None 
Hlp Torque 
Foot Force 

,.._ - +< Both Hlp and Foot 
- -- Rear Leg Aeposlllon 
-- Front Leg Reposition 

-+ ----+- Stable Triangle 

Coefficient of Friction 

Fig. 16. Touchdown Errors. If the robot recovers from a slip. 
it starts the next step with some error. This graph illustrates 
the tradeoff between smooth running and successful slip recov
ery. Lower curves indicate smaller errors in body and leg angle. 
Longer curves indicate that a greater range of friction coefficients 
that be tolerated. 

pression, and applies the appropriate collection of control 
laws for the current. state. Tripping occurs when the robot. 
feet, legs, or body encounter unexpected obstacles, causing 
the controller t.o execute inappropriate servo commands. 

To experiment. with refiexive responses to tripping, we 



Fig. 17. Simulated Trip. The front foot contacts the vertical face 
of a box and slides down the surface. With no response, the 
robot is unable to continue running and crashes. Timestamps 
(s): 0.64, 0.69, 0.73, 0.77, 0.81, 0.84] 

considered the task of returning to steady-state running 
after impacting an unexpected obstacle placed in the path 
of the robot. The existing controller was able to continue 
runnihg for some unexpected contacts. For example, firm 
foot qontacts on the top surfaces of boxes, though prema
ture in the flight phase, generally allowed a normal and 
succe~sful step to occur . Oblique contacts, such as brush
ing the side of the box, also did not prevent normal running 
from continuing. Other contacts, such as a foot or leg con
tacting the vertical face of a box, resulted in crashes. 

A . Tripping Responses 

As in the slipping case, the sensing requirements were 
minimal. The controller detected only tha.t a contact with 
a foot! or leg had occurred. It. did not detect whether it was 
a foot contact or leg contact, nor where on the leg the con
tact o1ccurred. Thus , these conditions could be determined 
relatively easily on a physical robot with ribbon switches 
on the legs or via the existing joint angle sensors. 

When a leg or foot hits the front surface of a box, a 
foot must be repositioned to find a foothold on or beyond 
the box. In the case of the forward foot hitting the box, 
either the forward or the rear foot can be retracted and 
repositioned to contact the top surface of the box, where 
good footholds are available. We call these strategies the 
"front lift" and "rear lift" reflexes, depending on which leg 
is lifted to the top surface of the box. In the case where 
the re~r leg hits a box, the leg can be pulled back, allowing 
it to pass over the box without contact using a strategy we 
call "rear pull." These reflexes are illustrated in Figure 18. 

B. Tripping Results 

To test the tripping reactions, boxes of varying heights 
were placed in the path of a robot running in steady state. 
For the front lift and rear lift reflexes, the vertical face 
of each box was divided into 20 impact heights and the 
robot 'was released with the front foot 2 em from the box 
at each height. For the rear pull reflex, the robot was 
placed straddling boxes of varying heights with the forward 
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Fig. 18. Trip Recovery Strategies. After a trip has been detected, 
one of the legs is repositioned to attempt to contact the top 
surface of the obstacle or avoid it entirely. 

Fig. 19. Front Lift Trip Response. The front leg is lifted and 
repositioned to achieve a better foothold. [Timestamps (s): 0.64. 
0.68, 0.70, 0.77, 0.87, 0.91] 

foot making an initial ground contact in a. normal running 
step. As the box height increased, the rear leg eventually 
contacted the box as it swung forward. In all simulations. 
the initial for~:ard speed of the robot was varied by a. small 
random factor. 

For the tripping tasks, the body attitude error vvas used, 
that is the sum of the absolute values of the errors between 
actual and desired yaw, a, pitch, /3, and roll, -y: 

This error measure does not include the leg angle errors 
because the tripping responses raise the rea.rmost leg to 
insure that it avoids the obstacle. Further, because the 
box impacts oft.en caused the robot t.o turn , the yaw error 
was included in the tripping error measure. 



Front Lift Response Error Curves 
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Fig. 20. Front Lift Results. The top graph shows the number of 
crashes as the obstacle height increases. The bottom graph shows 
the average error in body attitude at the start of the next step 
after recovering from a trip. As the box height increases, trips 
rrlore often lead to crashes. Note however, that the errors remain 
relatively constant when the robot. is able to recover and continue 
running. There were 20 runs per box height. Box heights below 
5cm did not cause trips, while box heights above 28.75cm did 
not allow any recovery. 

With no reflex responses, the robot was unable to con
tinue !running following a trip. The lifting response curves 
show that as the box heights increase, the tripping re
flexes are less likely to produce a successful recovery (Fig
ures 20 and 21). The number of crashes increases as the 
box height increases . This increase in crashes is due to 
the increasing distances to the box top as the height in
creasE1S. · If the foot hits the box near the top, there may 
be sufficient time to lift it to the top of the box . However, 
as the box height increases, fewer potential impact points 
are near the top edge of the box . The bottom graphs in 
Figures 20 arid 21 show that if the robot is able to recover, 
it doep so with approximately the same error independent 
of box height. 

The front lift reflex causes less error than does the rear 
lift reflex. The front foot only has to lift over the box edge, 
whereas the rear foot must travel from behind the robot 
to the box. Therefore the rear lift reflex accumulates more 
errors during the additional flight time. 

With no reflex responses, the robot is unable to recover 
when the rear leg hits a box of any height. However, Fig
ure 22 shows that pulling the leg back after the initial con
tact Cilllows the robot to pass the leg over 23 em boxes, 
causing no crashes. For higher boxes, the leg, though pulled 
back , hits the box again, but may still be able to recover 
without increasing the attitude error. Above 25cm, the 
boxes are too high for the retracted leg to pass over, lead
ing to a large increase in the number of crashes. 

VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

We have considered the problem of creating reflexive re
sponses to slipping and tripping given only the detection of 
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Fig. 21. Rear Lift Results. Taller boxes are more likely to cause 
a crash. However, if the robot does recover, it does so with a 
relatively constant error. The rear lift reflex recovers about as 
often as the front lift reflex (Figure 20), but with higher resulting 
errors. There were 20 runs per box height. 
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Fig. 22. Rear Foot Pull Results. Pulling the tripping foot back 
so it passes over the box allows the robot to continue running. 
but with some additional attitude error. For box heights below 
13.75cm, the rear foot passes over the box without tripping due 
to the retraction of the leg during running. There were 20 runs 
per box height with variation in the robots initial velocity. 

the event after it has occurred. For slipping , we evaluated 
two kinds of responses, one-step strategies and two-step 
strategies, depending on whether the correction was ap
plied in the slip step or in the following step. Responses 
that continue the slipping step produce smoother recov
eries but only for higher friction coefficients. Responses 
that abandon the slipping step are capable of negotiating 
surfaces with a. larger range of friction coefficients but ac
cumulate larger errors. Knowledge of the environment is 
required to choose the best strategy. If friction coefficient 
estimates were known a priori or could be computed. they 
could be used to select. the appropriate strategy t.o avoid 
slipping. 



Our slipping simulations focused on traversal of a single 
patch in which one footfall slipped; however, some observa
tions can be made regarding running on a slippery surface. 
For higher coefficients of friction, the strategies with the 
smallest errors, the foot force and hip torque reactions, 
are most likely to succeed. The repositioning strategies 
are limited because continual slipping would cause them 
to abandon every other step . However, all of the reflexive 
strategies except the hip torque strategy reduce the forward 
velocity during slip recovery, thus making the foot forces 
more vertical on subsequent steps. Preliminary results in
dicate that only a few slipping reactions may be required to 
achieve steady non-slipping running on a slippery surface. 

If the foot is moving with respect to the ground at touch
down, the horizontal force on the ground is increased in the 
direction of motion, thereby increasing the danger of slip
ping. Strategies for running on slippery surfaces should 
try to reduce the relative motion of the foot between the 
ground prior to impact.. This principle, which we call 
ground-speed matching, is useful in slip prevention. It also 
reduces the impact of ground contact and is used by ani
mals and human runners. 

For tripping, we evaluated several reflexes that reposi
tioned the foot to find a viable foothold or to avoid the 
box completely. For trips that impacted the front-face of 
the box, lifting either the front or rear foot allowed suc
cessful recoveries. However, lifting the front foot produced 
the lowest errors at the start of the subsequent step. For 
trips in which the rear leg hit the box, pulling the leg back 
to let. it pass over the box allowed the robot to continue 
running, but with some additional error in body attitude. 

sliJ ping and tripping reflexes are fundamental to many 
rough,terrain problems. Slopes, uneven surfaces, and small 
obstacles create oblique impact angles that can cause slips 
and trips. Reflexive responses will facilitate successful 
traversal of these terrains. Even with planning and sensing 
to avoid or anticipate known areas of rough terrain, a suc
cessful rough terrain robot will need slipping and tripping 
reflexes for error recovery combined with other primitives 
including reflexive strategies for adhesions, slopes, and loss 
of firm footing. 
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Slippir1g ar1d Trippi11g Reflexes for Bipedal RorJots 
C: ;-n\ \i. f.~ oonc a ncl .Jess ica f\ . Hodgins 

A bsln1cl - Many robo t a pplica tion :" 1·e quir·e le gge d t·o bots 
to tt ·a verse t·ou g h ot· unnlod.<'i<·d terTaiu. Tlti"" pap c 1· ex
plot·es s trate gie s th a t w o uld e uable legg e d robot s to t·esp o nd 
t o two comrn o n types o f s tu ·fa c c contac t (~ tTOI" : slippiu g ::.tud 
tt·ipping . Becau s e o f th e utpid t"<'SIHHI:"e 1· e quir e d and the 
difficulty of sens ing un e ven t c tTaiu. w e [H·oposc a s et of r·e
ft e xes th a t would permit the 1·ob o t to n~ac t with o ut m o del
ing or a nalyzing th e erro t· co ndition in d e tail. Th e s e r eft e x
ive r e sponses a llow r o bust t·ec ov<' r·y fr o m a var·iety of c on
tact e rrors. We pr·ese nt s imula tion tri a ls fo r single -slip tasks 
with varying coe fficients of fricti o n a nd s iugl 0.-trip tasks with 
va 1·ying obstacle h e ights . 

[\"e y wor·d s· · r eactive c o ntr· o l, l' e flex<· s . t·ou g h tet·rain, s lip
ping, tripping, bipe d lo comoti o n 

l. [N T l"lODl ' CT fO i\i 

ROUGH terrain occurs ttot o tdv itt ual.itral envi ro ll
ments but also in enviro tlttw ul s t.h at have I)PPtt cotl

structed or moclifted for hum a n use. Cu r rent ly. rno st. leggccl 

ro bots lack the co nt ro l techniques th a t ' vo uld allow them 

to behave robustly o n such rcl ar.iv f" l_v stm p le roug h l Prr ain 

as stairs , curbs, g rass , and slo pPs ~ vc n stnooth te rrain 

becom es difficult t o t raverse tf it. itlcludPs srnall o bstacles. 

loose particles, and slippery i't rcas . Many co ntro l system s 

fo r bipedal ro bo ts ha.vr assunwd st C'ad y -st a te runnin g over 

smoo th su r faces, but. som E· h;1ve ex pl o rPcl co ntr o lt •' <" hniqu es 

for roug h t.erra itt Sl. ;-t t ica lly :-;La. hl e ro hots. whi ch a lways 

ll1 CJin ta. in their ba. l an ·r' ove r <lt lce:tst t.l1 r('e legs , h;wc ttsccl 

co nt roll ers wi t.h foo t-1) lacemen L <:ll gori r l11n s t.o i nsu rc v t

a.l) le footh o lds. Hovve ver , l"o r cly nan tic c-llly st abl e ro bo ts. 

whi ch run with a ba llist ic fli ght. ph ase, co nst raints 0 11 tim

ing and foot placem en t. increase t lte d iffi culty o f des ig ning 

con t rollers that. can an t ic ipa te ro ugh t.c t-raiu or react l.o er

ro rs. This p ap er dem o nst rates the (' lf"ed.iveness o f prepro

grammed high- level respon ses to erro rs <. luring loco moti on 

in a co m p lex d yn amic en v ironment . .\ sllit c of r t->sponscs 

all ows a simulated . t hree-clittH'nsion a. l . f)i !--J cclal ro l)o r. !or<·

co ver from slipping on low fr id.io n Stt r fi.w r·s a t1cl Lrtpping 

over sm all o bst. a.c lPs ( Fig ure I) 

M any g rou ncl contac t. errors wo ulcl hr' n\ o ickd i f' th (' con

tro l system could g llldc th e robo t. a rouml slippery arPas 

and obstac les. Howeve r, Llw cl.pproxi nlnl.t' ll C:t ture or Se ll

SO!' information ob tai ned a. t a cli stancP 11 w ;w s t.h a t. i t. i s no t 

always possibl e to sense th e Sllrfa.CC' propC' rt.i <'S or t errain 

before maktng co ntac t. . Fo r ex ampl e. sntall ltolPs, httrnps. 

d eb ris, a.nd st. ick_v or sli p pf'l"y areas a r(' diffi c tdt L.u cl c tt'<" L 

fro m a dist. C1 nCE' vvitiJ Cl.lrrCllt. t echno logy rf" the robot can

no [. detec t ancl ;-tvo icl or prcpa t·e f"o r surf"an · fcatut (':S in 0\c l

va.n ce . t hen ro iJll::;t locom o ti on 0 11 rn ug lt l.c rrai tl rN !Ut n·s 

! ha t t. he r· o iJot r·< ':S ilOt tc l t o tttt r·xr wc tl ·c l f"1•;tttttTs a ft (' r th e 

con L.a.c t. r· n or hns O<Tt tr<·cl i"ltt c:l fw fo n ' !.I tt' t"tll lo l tTilslws. Fo t· 

d y ncnnica ll_v si.C1 1)1 <· J"O I)(J l s. tl w l tttt <' C\ \ .' tll <ti >lr· l"u r l t.tr lc leliltg 

Co llege o f C""r n pr rti rl p,. c;,. ,,rg ia lrhtil,r tr · ,,f" 1, .. , l i tlnl og_\· . .- \il an ta .. 
(; r\ J0:1T2 U2~lJ. [g l >n t>l! e ljkh]'i:i: r · r· .)!J tr c .-l~t ~ cl'' · 

Sli1 S equ e tt<~c 

Fig. t . Example s of a Slip and Trip. Wit h"u l th e addition ,, f 
reAexes fo r recove ring from s lips an d t· ri ps. tilt' s irnulat.ed robo t clor'S 
no t res pond s uccessfully to sli p pery areas nr <"<"lilt <t< ~ r with a n nbs t ac: k . 

Body 

Rea rward Leg 

FtlOI 

Directi o n t) f Tr;w e l 

.1 degn:c ol fre~ cl l •nl 
hir jo 1n t i"n r each leg 

I degree •. >I trc:e dnm 
t e ks~ l>p i n>.e 1-: .>.e jn tnt 
fur eac h k!.: 

l- ig. 2 . Biped Structure. Tire s imul a t ed i>ip r·da lrn l>o t c<m s is t.s of'" 
body a nd two te lescopin g IC'~s . Each k g lras t ltr(·r· cl1~g r~es u f fr cPclo rn 
a t th e hip a nd a fou r th d egree of freed o m fn r t hr len g th o f r he le g 

the surface and p lanning an appropri a tP rear-t io n is se vrrel.v 

limited. ln the case of the d y namically sl<1bl1' l) ipecl a l ro bo t 

shown in Figure 2, the co ntroller nt a.y luw e less than a t·ew 

hundredths o f a Sfcon d ttl whi ch to clt nosr· or plan au ap

propriate r co very. 

\Ve d efine refl exes as res pon ses \vit.h lillltt.r cl :--;et lsi rl g a t1cl 

no expli cit mod elin g . That is . t.he rol )() t <"il ll d e t ec t a. :-;lip 

or a t r ip , b ut makes no a.t.l.ern p t. to cs l.itll <l tc t.l1 e p ro perti es 

of t he surface o r obstacle or to calculii lr · <1 corresponding 

recovery pl an . Instead . t.he slippi tt g n lt r l tr· ipp1n g se nsors 

t ri gger fi xed respo nses T h ~·sr ref1ex: es <·m· ~l ef ille c l at a ltig l1 

leve l , such as reconflgurat.io ns o f t. llP lc·g 1)osi t io ns. an cl a t 

a. low level. sud1 i:lS rnod ifica.tions o f sPr-vo ga lth .Jttsr d " 

animal m o tor p wg rntl tS cc:1n l)e co nsiderc' c! he,! It Ol)(' ll - lou p 

a.ncl c losed-l oo p[L], :->r' \l ' r ,q l low- lcvPl CPt'cll l; l ck <·o ntrol l ;n,·s 

opera te cluring t.lw prim a.ril y op en-l o<> [> rl'f l('x: rc ·S [)Otts c·s 

f·'or exampl e, a ref lex: t ttay rcco rlii g tt ["( ' t lw j, , ~ positt o tt. b ttl 

s0ns in g is tlsrcl t o (lel r·r·rnitw tr ansit io tJ:S 111 t l )(' l('g co lltto liJ ' I 

sLa t e rn achitl t' (lurttt g t lw recm-- ery ::-: tq> 



Fig. 3. Physical Biped Slip. Planar two-legged robot running 
across an oily spot on the floor. Footage from the MIT Leg Labora
tory. [Frames: 0, 35, 70, 91, 105, 140] 

During experimentation with a physical, planar biped, 
the robot sometimes slipped on hydraulic oil or tripped on 
cables in its path. Because the robot had no responses 
customized for these error conditions, it almost always im
mediately crashed. This paper reports a set of fixed re
flexes that enable robust recoveries for a simulated three
dimensional robot in tasks involving a single slip or trip. 

In the next section, we describe previous approaches to 
legged locomotion in rough terrain. In Section III, we con
sider biological reflexes. Section IV describes the simulated 
bipedal robot and its control system. The slipping prob
lem, slipping reflexes, and simulation results are presented 
in Section V, followed by the tripping problem, tripping re
flexes, and results in Section VI. The reflex approach and 
results are discussed in Section VII. 

II . LOCOMOTION ON RoUGH TERRAIN 

A suitable foothold is one that allows a legged system 
to maintain balance and continue walking or running. For 
statically stable locomotion, the difficulty is not in plac
ing the robot's feet on footholds, but in deciding which 
locations on the terrain provide suitable footholds . Suc
cessful locomotion on rough terrain was demonstrated by 
the Adaptive Suspension Vehicle[2] and by the Ambler[3], 
[4], [5]. These large, statically stable machines traversed 
grassy slopes, muddy cornfields, and surfaces that included 
railroad ties and large rocks. Static stability allowed these 
robots to emphasize detection at a distance and avoidance 
of obstacles and uncertain footholds. 

Klein and Kittivatcharapong[6] proposed algorithms for 
insuring that foot forces remain within the friction cone 
and identifying situations in which these constraints, or the 
desired body forces and torques, could not be achieved. 
Their work addressed prevention of slipping and did not 
consider sensor noise or responses to unmodeled surfaces. 

For dynamically stable robots, the control of step length 
for locomotion on rough terrain interacts with the con
trol of balance. Hodgins and Raibert[7] implemented three 
methods for controlling step length of a running bipedal 
robot . Each method adjusted one parameter of the run-
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Fig. 4. Slipping Data of the Physical Robot. The physical 
planar robot slipped on oil during a laboratory experiment at the 
point indicated by the vertical dotted lines. The top three graphs 
show the height, forward speed, and orientation of the body. The 
bottom two graphs show the angles of each leg and the position of 
each foot on the ground. For each step but the last, the foot is 
stationary while it is on the ground. 

ning cycle: forward running speed, running height, or du
ration of ground contact. In laboratory demonstrations, a 
biped running machine used these methods for adjusting 
step length to place its feet on targets, leap over obstacles, 
and run up and down a short flight of stairs. However, 
unlike the tasks described below, the size and location of 
the objects were known to the controller in advance. 

Nagle[8] developed algorithms for running on terrain that 
was known to be slippery. By running slowly, the robot 
generated nearly vertical foot forces. His controller used 
a priori knowledge or estimation of friction coefficients to 
prevent slipping by confining control forces and torques to 
slip-free regions. 

Kajita and Tani[9] used an ultrasonics sensor to con
struct a ground profile of terrain that consisted of hori
zontal surfaces at varying heights . Yamaguchi et al have 
built a bipedal robot that uses feet to sense ground inclina
tions and plan appropriately[10], although it was not able 
to react to slips or trips. 

III. REFLEXIVE RESPONSES TO ERRORS 

Biological systems use many different reflexes in loco
motion and manipulation. Reflexes help to restore bal
ance when perturbations occur during walking or stand
ing[ll], [12], [13]. The role of reflexes in walking is com
plex: the same stimulus elicits a different response in the 



st. <:w ce phasf' tlu111 ittllw S\Y111g phase [ l4], [15]. [ lt5] To uch
ing t.he fo oL of <:leal o r htlltt <:llt during 21 sw1ng pltase, for 
ex ample , will causP tlw IP ~ to fl ex. raising the tuot.. If an 
obstacle caused t.lt c SL itrtLtlus . this response l1light lift the 
foot over the obst.aclc and allo\v walking to continue. Dur
ing the stance phase, a stimulus clcliverecl to t. hc foot causes 
the leg to push clowtt hard er. n:sulting in a shorter stance 
phase. Although these act.ion.:; are opposi te, both facilitate 
the con tinuat.ion of loco mot ion 

R.o botics has acloptrcl !11 r t. (' l'l1t --rdlex" Cro rn the l) iolog
icalliterat. urc, but. i11 botlt L>iology and robotics the precise 
definition of the t.e rtll v;Hic's from study to study Mos t 
researchers itt roboti c::; usc L.hc term to mean a quick re
sponse iniLiated by settsorv input . Some require reflexes to 
be open-loop and to proceed independently of subsequent 
sensory input[ l7], [ l8]: others arply the term more loosely 
to describe actions that. are performed with feedback until 
a Lerminating sensory event occurs[l9]. In some cases, re
fl exes refer to general purpose ;v:tions[20], [21] and in others 
only to actions taken to correct nrors or to compensate for 
cl isturbances[ 19] o r transi t.i o tts [22] 

Brooks's Sttbsu n t ptiou arc It i LPc ture[21] co mbined several 
sirnple reflex-like actions to procluce complex behaviors 
such a.s six-legged vvatking; . .-\ gl obal gait generator spec
ified the order of leg use wltile iuhibitory co nnections be
twee n the legs prcveutecl conn irt· i ng refl exes from acting 
simultaneous ly. Otl1C'r hexavocl robot t·esea.rchers have de
signed subsumption co ntro llers fo r rough ter rain[23] and 
hcwf' integ rat ed reactive leg control with ga it planning for 
rough t. errai n [24]. 

[-lirose[20] built a ucl con tro ll ed 21 statically stable 
quadruped that tJ S<' cl a reHcx ivf' probing action to climb 
over obj cts and to walk lll) a11cl clown steps without visual 
input. or a map of the tcrrntn . 

\Vo ng a nd Orin[ I Cl] itttplc·ltt( ltt C'cl tvvo reflex res ponses for 
a [)rototype leg o f th<' .'\dc-1pl.iv•· Suspension Vehi c le. Using 
ve locity a nd hycl raul ic prcssu rc in fo rm a ti on from sensors 
at. the joints, t hey \·verf' ;~h l r:' to detect foot contact ancl 
slippage. A root contetc1 rdkx reduced Lhe peak fore-.~ at 
tou chclown . A foot slippa.ge reflex vvas used to detect and 
halt. slipping. 

Refl ex res ponses hetve a lso been used in manipulation. 
'ron tovic and Bo ni [ L 7] US E' cl (\ refl ex response to implement 
grasping for the l-3 e lgrade l)rost.het.ic hand. Bekey and To
rn ovi c[1 8] continued the explora tion of prosthetic control 
syste ms with a rule-based technique that relied on sensory 
d a t.a a nd 1-ixecl r<'spol\S(' p;ll.t.c·rlts. 

TV. f)y!'J .\ l'v!lC HIP EDA L H.OBOTS 

The simulated roboL t~ scd ttt o ur resea rch is i)ased o n 
a l>lana.1· bipedal whot C'Ot!SLrucLecl l)y R.a.ibert. and col
lc<-lg ues[25], [26]. Tit(' simulated ro l)ot is three-dimensional 
C~nd lws three cotttrollecl d<'gr<'r':-, of freedom at. eac h hip ;:we\ 
O ti C for Lhe lengtl t l)r· (';wli leg ( l ~' igurc 2). [n t.h e physic· ;1l 
rohol. th e leg cottliWh a lt .vd rauli c act uat.or in series wit.lt 
an a ir spnng. Tlte sltt tttlation lll ocl el s tlt c spring and actu
c\t.or <:ls a. liw·;u· spr111~ ''11ft ;1 c'Cllttrollahl e r<'sl. length . In 

Fig . ':•. Simulated Bipe d Slip. Tl1e dark c irc le represen ts an area 
of the floor with a reduced coe fficient of fricti o n. Without slipping 
reflexes , the simulated robot is unabl e to complete a st e p on a slippery 
surface . Th e first leg slips, almost immedia tely becoming airborne 
as it acce le rates forward. As the body fa lls, the second leg hits the 
s urface and also slips. The second leg continues to accelerate forward. 
[Fri c tion coefficient: 0.0'1. Times (s): 0.0, 0 .06. 0 .09, O. ll. 0.12 , O.L3] 

ex periments with the rltysi cal ro bots , lt.vdra.uli c A.uid occa
sionally created slippery spot.s th at ca.nsecl t.h e robot to fall 
(Figures 3 and 4) .. -\ silllulat.ion of c-1 similar fall is plotted 
in Figures 5 a.ncJ () Th e rh.ysica l w iKlt was al so a ble to 
climb stairs ancl jump over hoxes[26] : however, the posi
tions o f the obstac les were kn own in adva nce. The current 
resea rch extends th e co ntroller to handle unexpected s lips 
and unanticipa ted coli is ions with a bo:--.: 

Th e simulation inc lud es th e eq uations of motion, a co n
trol system for bipedal running. a graphi cal model of the 
robot , and a user inte rface for interact ing with Lhe simula
tion . The eq uations of mot ion for the robot we re generated 
using a co m ntercially ava. i I able package[21]. The parame
ters o i' the simulated robot a re based O il th e physical robot.. 
Neither the physical nor simulated robot had foot. struc
tures beyond contact switches . Also, It<-\l .ura.l legs are ro
tationally jointed rather tha.n tel esco ping. Thus, the reflex 
respo nses described below apply to interac tions between a 
simple leg geo metry and th e environment. However , the 
responses t hemselves do not depend o tt the leg geometry , 
assutning only thaL the foo t can be pressed or repositioned . 

The co ntroller achieve·:-; dynamically stable, steady-sta te • 
running by decompu:-:ing the control l) roblel1l i nLo t.h r "f'' 

la.rgel.Y cleco uplecl s ubtasks : hopping height, forward ve
loc ity . and body attitud e . [-[opping he ight is rnaintained 
by acid i ng eno uglt etwrgv r.o the spri ttg in the leg d ur
ing st.ancP to acco unt. fo r t.h e system's dissipative I 1sses. 
Forward velocity is tn i'l.i nt a incd hy cho os ing a leg angle a.t. 
touchdown that prov ides symmetric deceleration ctncl ac
cele- rati o n as the kg c:o l1lprcssf's a nd extends. T he altt
t.uciE' o f the body (pttch. roll . and yaw) is tnniutained wtth 
proportional-derivntiv• ' sc'1·vos that 21.pply torques bet\WPI1 
the hocl.v a nd t.he h:s \\-ltik t.hc foot is 011 Lite groul\cl. 

Tlw robo t control system IS i1nplett tf' lllC'cl as n s taLe tua
ch ine Lbal sc-q ltencc·s 1 hro uglt t.lt E' lli g ltt <ttlcl sta nce t)ll;:\Si 'S 
for r' ach l e~, applyill g t lw co ntrol laws ! h c-11 arr avr)l'oprl
al(' r·o r (-':lc lt st.atc .. \s s lt o wll i11 hgltl'(' I . Jltght is fo l-
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Fig. 6. Slipping Data of the Simulated Robot. After taking 
five steps on a surface with a friction coefficient of 1.0, the simulated 
robot steps on a region with a coefficient of 0.20 and slips. Because 
no slipping recovery strategies are active, the robot falls. The top 
three graphs show the height, forward speed, and orientation of the 
body. The bottom two graphs show the leg angles of both legs and 
the position of each foot on the ground. When the foot slips (vertical 
dotted line), it leaves the ground and the other foot soon impacts. 

Direction of Travel 

~Rx5£ 
Flight Loading Compression Thrust Unloading 

Fig. 7. Control States. Running is achieved by dividing each step 
into several states and applying the appropriate control la.ws during 
each part of the running step. 

lowed by a stance phase of four states. During loading, the 
foot makes contact with the ground and begins to bear the 
weight of the robot. During compression, the leg spring 
is compressed by the downward velocity of the robot. Af
ter the spring has stopped the vertical deceleration of the 
body, the body begins to rebound during thrust. As the leg 
reaches maximum extension during unloading, it ceases to 
bear weight. After liftoff, the roles of the legs are reversed 
and the second leg is positioned forward in anticipation 
of touchdown. For further details on the control system, 
see [26] and [25]. 

The control system's state machine depends on mea-

Direction 
of Travel : e 

~· 
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Fig. 8. Foot Forces and the Friction Cone. During a step, the 
foot produces forces on the ground, F, with horizontal and vertical 
components, Fh and Fv. Slipping occurs when the angle of the impact 
force is outside the friction cone. 

surements of leg length to determine state transitions dur
ing steps. Slips may interfere with control by altering leg 
lengths unexpectedly. The transition from loading to com
pression, for example, occurs when the leg has shortened 
by a small amount. After a slip, the leg may lengthen. Not 
only must slipping reactions prevent these errors, but they 
must minimize interference with normal control, such as 
the adjustment of body attitude. 

V. SLIPPING 

The impact of the foot on the ground, the weight of the 
robot, and the forces and torques generated by the hip and 
leg servos create a force on the ground during a step (Fig
ure 8). Slipping occurs when the horizontal component of 
the force of the foot on the ground, Fh, exceeds the max
imum force of static friction generated by the ground. A 
simple model of this interaction is that the maximum force 
of static friction is directly proportional to the normal force 
of the ground on the foot, Fv. Under this model, slipping 
will occur when the horizontal component ofF exceeds the 
vertical component times the coefficient of static friction: 

where Jls is the coefficient of static friction . When slipping 
occurs, the horizontal force returned by the ground is given 
by 

Fh = ±JldFv, 

where Jld is the coefficient of dynamic friction and the sign 
of Fh should remain unchanged. These relationships define 
a friction cone, illustrated in Figure 8. When the force of 
the foot on the ground lies within the friction cone, the 
foot does not slip. The angle of the cone is given by 

~max = tan- 1 
fls. 

Note that this cone is defined for foot forces, not leg angles. 
The motion of the leg prior to impact affects the direction 
of the foot's force on the ground, as do the control torques 
applied to the hip joint and the leg spring. Foot forces are 
most likely to exceed the friction cone at the beginning or 
end of a step, when the angle of the force vector is greatest. 
Slips at the beginning of a step are more likely than slips 
at liftoff because the foot is moving with respect to the 
ground at touchdown. In contrast, the foot is stationary at 



Direction of Travel 
---;.. 

Fig. 9. Same-Step Reactions. When a slip has been detected, a 
torque can be applied at the hip to reduce the horizontal force on the 
ground or the leg can be extended to increase the vertical force. 

liftoff. Slips during liftoff are often less critical because the 
step is nearly complete; the controller has already executed 
corrections during the step. 

Our simulations assumed minimal sensory information: 
the properties of the surface and the extent of the slip
ping area were not available to the control system. The 
controller could not adjust the leg configuration prior to 
touchdown or try to position the foot outside the slippery 
area to find a secure foothold. Neither the forces on the feet 
nor the coefficients of friction were available to the control 
system. However, the control system could detect slips. 
In the simulation, slips were detected when a foot moved 
while in contact with the ground. The control system of 
a physical robot can detect slips indirectly by measuring 
joint angles and velocities or structural forces. For exam
ple, assuming no other contacts, sudden changes in hip an
gle while the foot is on the ground indicate a slip. Direct 
methods include encoder wheels and micro-slip detectors. 

When the control system has detected a slip, it can at
tempt to continue the step or abandon that step and pull 
the leg off the ground. In the first case, hip torques or leg 
forces can be applied to increase the vertical component of 
the foot force while decreasing the horizontal component, 
thus returning the force vector to within the friction cone. 
If the step is abandoned, one of the legs can be positioned 
during the next flight phase so that the leg angle at the 
next touchdown will be near vertical or both legs can be 
moved to a triangular configuration. In the simulations 
described here, we defined a response to be successful if 
the robot was able to continue running after slipping and 
taking a recovery step in the slippery region, then taking 
subsequent steps on a non-slippery surface. Changes in ve
locity or hopping height were not considered failures pro
vided that the control system was able to maintain balance 
and return to steady-state running. 

A. Same-Step Response Strategies 

Reacting to a slip requires careful management of the 
horizontal and vertical components of the forces generated 
by the impact of the foot on the ground. Initial responses 
to a slip can attempt to alter the force vector immediately 
by generating a torque at the hip or a force axial to the leg 
(Figure 9). 

The first reaction responds to a slip by increasing the 
hip torque by a fixed amount. In most cases, this ac
tion increases the vertical component of the foot's force 
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Ground Maximum Liftoff 
Contact Compression 

Slip Maximum Liftoff 
Detected Compression 

Fig. 10. Forcing the Foot into the Ground. In a normal step 
(top), energy is added into the leg spring at the moment of maximum 
compression. In the forced step (bottom), the loading on the leg is 
increased just after touchdown, forcing the foot into the ground and 
shortening the step duration. ld is the desired leg length. Cl.l is the 
change in desired leg length that returns the robot to the desired 
hopping height. 

on the ground. After the foot stops slipping, the hip con
troller reverts to its normal task of correcting pitch errors. 
This strategy may have undesirable consequences because 
a torque applied at the hip also increases the forward ve
locity of the body thus increasing the likelihood of a slip 
on a subsequent step. Applying a torque at the hip also in
terferes with the correction of body attitude during stance 
and tends to increase the pitch of the body. 

The second reaction responds to a slip by compressing 
the leg spring a fixed amount to increase the vertical force 
at the foot and regain a foothold. In a normal running 
step, the leg spring stores energy during the stance phase 
and causes the body mass to have approximately equal and 
opposite vertical velocities at liftoff and touchdown . To 
maintain the duration of flight, the control system length
ens the leg to add energy equivalent to that lost due to 
internal mechanical losses and to the impact of the un
sprung mass of the lower leg with the ground. In a normal 
step, thrust occurs at the moment of maximum compres
sion of the spring (Figure 10). In responding to a slip, the 
control system may alter this sequence by extending the 
leg as soon as the slip is detected. If the leg is close to 
vertical, this extension increases the vertical component of 
the foot's force on the ground and may stop the slip. The 
extension also adds energy into the leg spring. The extra 
energy is removed later in the step by lengthening the leg 
spring when the leg is vertical, leaving the hopping height 
unchanged (Figure 10). 

One effect of this reaction is to slow the robot, a de
sirable effect when the surface is slippery. However, the 
foot forcing reflex may lead to a crash if the leg geometry 
and velocity is such that extending the leg increases the 
horizontal forces on the foot more than the vertical forces. 
Thus, the foot forcing reflex may not be sufficient in itself 
to recover from slips. 

The foot forcing reaction shortens the period of time 
during which the spring is passively compressed, leading to 
a shorter stance phase and a style of running that utilizes 



Front Foot Reposition 

!i_~_X5l 
Detect Slip Set Front Leg Compress Rebound 

Rear Foot Reposition 

_!i_~~JS_ 
Detect Slip Set Rear Leg Compress Rebound 

Stable Triangle 

!f_){__R_){ 
Detect Slip Form Triangle Compress Rebound 

Fig. 11. Repositioning Strategies. After a slip has been detected, 
the initial step is abandoned and one or both legs are repositioned for 
the next step. The leg angle at touchdown on the next step will be 
closer to vertical, keeping the impact force vector within the friction 
cone. 

quick hops rather than long strides. We have observed that 
this quick-stepping behavior is a useful method for running 
briefly on slippery surfaces because the leg angle at touch
down is near vertical. However, the shorter stance phase 
also reduces the available time for correcting the body at
titude and makes steady-state running difficult to achieve. 

B. Repositioning Strategies 

The step on which the initial slip occured may be aban
doned by immediately lifting the foot; the resulting flight 
phase provides a brief opportunity to prepare for another 
landing on the slippery surface. By reconfiguring the legs 
during the flight phase following the initial slip, the control 
system can attempt to keep the foot forces within the fric
tion cone. Because the coefficient of friction is not known, 
the size of the friction cone is unknown. Therefore, the 
best place for the foot at the next touchdown is directly 
under the body, making the leg vertical at touchdown. 
Figure 11 diagrams the strategies that reposition the legs. 
Figures 12, 13, and 14, contain sequences showing the repo
sitioning strategies involved in recovering from a slip. 

After a slip has been detected, both legs may be used in 
the recovery by configuring them in a narrow fixed trian
gle vertically centered under the body. The control system 
attempts to hold this triangle throughout the subsequent 
step and does not apply the normal pitch, roll, and yaw 
adjustments. Instead, the robot bounces, letting the ge
ometric configuration provide stability rather than using 
active control. The leg angles in normal running are nearly 
symmetric during the flight phase of steady-state running; 
the control system only has to equalize the leg lengths to 
create a symmetric triangle. Because the extent of the fric
tion cone is unknown, the triangle is narrowed so the legs 
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are close to vertical. When both feet contact the ground, 
foot forcing is applied to each to reduce the time of stance. 
After both feet have lifted off the ground, the control re
turns to a normal flight state. 

C. Slipping Results 

The slipping strategies were tested in simulation by vary
ing the initial velocity of the robot and the coefficient of 
friction to produce multiple runs. For each trial, a circu
lar slippery area was simulated at the location of the first 
footfall. During successful runs, the robot stepped once in 
the slippery area and then five additional times on a non
slippery surface. Because the body of the robot is closer to 
the ground at higher speeds, making the problem harder, 
we chose velocities near the controllers maximum speed for 
stable running. The initial velocity was 2.5 ± 0.25 m/s. 
The size of the slippery area for each reaction strategy was 
large enough to prevent a foot from sliding to the edge, a 
situation that allowed an easy recovery. The slippery area 
was small enough that subsequent footfalls were located 
outside of it. Twenty friction coefficients between 0.025 
and 0.5 were used. Both static and dynamic coefficients 
were set to the same value for each trial of 20 simulations 
with different initial velocities. The robot was judged able 
to recover from a slip at a given coefficient of friction if at 
least half of the trials were completed successfully. 

For the successful trials, we computed a measure of the 
error at touchdown of the step after the recovery step that 
followed the slip. The error measure was the summed ab
solute values of differences between the actual and desired 
angles for the body yaw, a, pitch, {3, and roll, T 

The error calculation was designed to measure how well 
the slip recovery strategy had positioned the robot after 
the slip step, the recovery step, and the subsequent ballis
tic flight. The errors for the successful trials were averaged 
to compute the data shown in Figure 15. This graph illus
trates the tradeoff between the two types of strategies. 

With no active reflexes, the controller is able to negotiate 
friction coefficients as low as 0.28. Upon contact, the foot 
slides; as it is loaded, the vertical and horizontal forces 
increase, pushing the foot back under the body. Eventually 
the forces on the foot reenter the friction cone, slipping 
ceases, and a normal step ensues. The foot forcing strategy 
causes the foot to slide further out from under the body, 
leading to fewer recoveries at lower coefficients of friction 
than the steady-state control system. We observed this 
effect for several running speeds and heights. However, it 
may be a consequence of the geometry of the robot design; 
foot forcing may be useful for slow moving robots or those 
with other gait patterns. The hip torque reflex succeeds at 
pulling the leg back and enables recoveries as low as 0.22. 
Note that hip torque does indeed increase the body pitch, 
producing increased errors shown in the graph. 

The repositioning strategies delay error correction while 
the legs are reconfigured. As a result, the repositioning 



G'ig 12. Front L eg Repo~itio uiu g . The frorrt leg is lift ed and repos ition ed fnr a rn o rc vrcrtical impa< r [Fri ct io n c·<>rffici~nt: 0.20. Tim es 
(s): 0.0 , 0.02, 005, 0.07 , O. l2. 0 1:> ] 

Fig . 13. Rear Leg R e positioning. The rear leg is brought under the slipping robot to arrest th e f11. ll. Th e newly planted leg slips upon 

takeoff, but t h e stf,p is succ~c-. s ful l)(·cause the body attitude is not disturbed significantly. The robo t i,.; able to continue running. [Friction 
coe fficient : 0.20. [' inlf' (s) O.U . U (JI. 0.07, 0.12 , O.l 3, 0.16] 

G' ig . 14 . Stable Triangl e Reco ve ry. Aft e r det ec ting a slip, the robot form s a s tabl e triangle. Alt.h n ugh th e kgs ::.lip just prio r to lifto ff , 
the cont rol syst e m is ab le t c) r cc ·c> \'N h ecau se th P. s lip is sy mmetri c and occ urs at th e end o f the step. [Friction coe lli <: i(; 11t : 0 .02. Tim es (s)· 
0.0 . 003, 0.07, 0.10 , U.l4. 0 l lJ] 

sLralegics produce la rger e rro rs upon return to no:-rnal run
ning than the fo ot fo rcing ;-wd hip t.orqu e rcrl exes . However, 
the repos it.ioning strat<'gi cs <He able to recover from slips on 
surfaces v,rith sm aller coe(fi cif'nt.s of friction . By lifting the 
leg a nd repos itioning it \vit.hin the fri ctiorr cone, th e front 
a ncl r· ea.r repositionin g rcflrxf's a re abl e to reco v<'r fro m sur
faces wit.h coeffici ents as lo,,· as ().()7 a.nd O.l.1. respec tively. 
Til e fro11t repositi o nin g s trat egy i::=; mo re successful than t.he 
rear repositioning stra t.Pgy lwuwse it more dfec! i ve ly rf' 
cluccs the re lative speed of the foot. over thP ground before 
irnpact. Becau se Lhc ro hot is moving forward w·hile the 
foot. is a irborne, brin g i ttg Lh (· rear leg ['orvvard increases t.h e 
relative speed betwee n tlw foo l ancl t.hr· gro und. The front 
repos itioning str a l!'gy brings th e frollt. leg bac k, redu cing 
t.hf' rPla. tivc S[W<'d . Otl ittl[) <-lc. t, tlr e foo l wil.lr the lower rei
a t.t w~ spef'd is su hi rctecl to sm ;.1 ll e r hori zo ntal fo rces ;wcl is 
lr·;e;s likely· Lo slip . 

Tl w ro b 1. e xperielli('S II!U r' ascd s lippitl g as r l f' coerr·i
ci c nl. of fri c t.i o tr dPr:-re;'lsr's. IHtt it. oft.cn recove rs beca tt se 
t. hf' slips occur <tl t.hc f ~ ttd of' Lit e recov ery st.P[J l·' igurc L:~ 

sltow:-;; a no rm a l gt·o urtcl (·onl act ancl rE'I)(Htnd followed l)y 
;.1 sli[) up cm tr~ kro ff . Uf'c<-tttsr· tiH; ltoppitJ ~ hei g ht , f'orw ard 
s!W!'cl, ;.wei l)ody <11. \.ilrt ck c· otttt·o l a lgorit ltt11s lt<.lW' ;dre;.td .v 
IW(' ll ·t[Jp iiCcl . the slip h:ts lttt.lc effec t t1ll tl w n m!t gu roti o l! 
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Fig. 16. Simulated Trip. The front foot contacts the vertical face 
of a box and slides down the surface. With no response, the robot is 
unable to continue running and crashes. [Times (s): 0.0, 0.05, 0.09, 
0.13, 0.17, 0.20] 

of the robot. Figure 14 shows slipping upon takeoff for 
the stable triangle strategy, which applies no attitude cor
rection during the recovery step. However, as Figure 14 
shows, both legs slip symmetrically, cancelling the effect of 
their torque on the body. Thus, the stable triangle reflex 
is capable of recovering from surfaces with coefficients as 
low as 0.025. 

VI. TRIPPING 

For steady-state running, the control system detects ex
pected events, such as foot contact or initial leg spring 
compression, and uses these signals to transition between 
control states. During each state, it applies the appropriate 
collection of control laws. Tripping occurs when the robot 
feet or legs encounter unexpected obstacles, causing the 
controller to execute inappropriate servo commands (Fig
ure 16). 

To explore reflexive responses to tripping, we considered 
the task of returning the robot to steady-state running after 
a collision with a box. The existing controller allowed the 
robot to continue running for some unexpected contacts. 
For example, foot contacts on the top surfaces of boxes, 
though premature in the flight phase, allowed a normal step 
to occur. Oblique contacts, such as brushing the side of the 
box, also did not usually prevent running from continuing. 
Other contacts, such as a foot or leg contacting the vertical 
face of a box, resulted in crashes. 

A. Tripping Responses 

As in the case of slipping,· the sensing requirements were 
minimal. The controller detected only that a contact with 
a foot or leg had occurred. It did not detect where on 
the leg the contact had occurred. These conditions could 
be determined on a physical robot with contact sensors on 
the legs or via the existing joint angle sensors. 

When a leg or foot hits the front surface of a box, a foot 
must be repositioned to find a foothold on or beyond the 
box. If the forward foot hits the box, either the forward or 
the rear foot can be retracted and repositioned to contact 
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Front Lift Trip Response 

2h <t j__l n 
Detect Trip Set Front Leg Compress Rebound 

Rear Lift Trip Response 

2h )( ? _1 n n 
Detect Trip Set Rear Leg Compress Rebound 

Rear Pull Trip Response 

Detect Trip Pull Rear Leg Compress Rebound 

Fig. 17. Trip Recovery Strategies. After a trip has been detected, 
one of the legs is repositioned in an attempt to contact the top surface 
of the obstacle or avoid it entirely. 

the top surface of the box, where good footholds are avail
able. We call these strategies the "front lift" and "rear lift" 
reflexes, depending on which leg is lifted to the top surface 
of the box. If the rear leg hits a box, the leg can be pulled 
back, allowing it to pass over the box without contact. We 
refer to this strategy as "rear pull." These reflexes are dia
grammed in Figure 17 and shown in Figures 18, 19 and 20. 

B. Tripping Results 

To test the tripping reactions, boxes of varying heights 
were placed in the path of a robot running in steady state. 
For the front lift and rear lift reflexes, the vertical face 
of each box was divided into 20 impact heights and the 
robot was released with the front foot 2 em from the box 
at each height. For the rear pull reflex, the robot was 
placed straddling boxes of varying heights with the forward 
foot making an initial ground contact in a normal running 
step. As the box height increased, the rear leg eventually 
contacted the box as it swung forward. In all simulations, 
the initial forward speed of the robot was varied by a small 
random factor . 

With no reflex responses, the robot was unable to con
tinue running following a trip . The front lift and rear lift 
response curves show that as the box heights increase, the 
tripping reflexes are less likely to produce a recovery (Fig
ures 21 and 22). The number of crashes increases as the 
box height increases. This increase in crashes is due to the 
increasing distances to the box top as the height increases. 
If the foot hits the box near the top, there may be sufficient 
time to lift it to the top of the box. However, as the box 
height increases, fewer potential contact points are near the 
top edge of the box. 
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F'ig. Ui. Ilear Lift Trip Response. The rear leg is lifted and reposition e d to achieve a better foothold. [Time (s): U.O, 0.07, 0.09, U.ll. 
o.·n. o.2s] 

Fig. ·20. Ilc-~<H' Pull Trip Response. When a leg hits an obstacle while swingi11g forward. it is pulled back to allow it to clear the obstacle. 
[Times (s) 0 0. U.O~~. 0.06. 0.01. (J.U8. 0.10] 

To nw ;.\~ure the disturbance to normal runnmg, •ve com
puted t.lte same cnor measure a.s was used in the slipping 
trials. The error measure w;-1s the sum of the abso lute \·al
u ~s of t.hc errors bet.weeu actual and desired ya.vv, o, 1)i t.ch , 

J. an cl ro II. : 
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The r·ront lift. refl ex causes less touchdown error t.hott 
clews the rear lift ref-lex. To recover with the front foot, the 
foot rnitst lift. over the box edge, whereas a re ··o\ cry with 
t.he re<H f"oot must tttove the rear foot from its positiott be

lttncl tltc robot. to Lhc hox. The rear lift reRex accumulates 
more errors during tilt' aclclit.ional Right time 

\Vitl1 110 rcA(;x responses . t.he robot is unable to recovn 
when the rear leg l1its a hox of any height .. f[ow pvPr. Fig
ure 2:·~ shows that. p1tlling the leg back a[ter tlw initial cotl
l i-tcl allows th e robot. t.o il<-lss the leg over hoxt.' :-: as l1tglt 
''·" :2;) ern wtt ho11t nash t· ::--; 1.-() r boxes bet.wcPrt :(1 ('Ut ami 
l.J cut. !h e- kg , tho1tgh pulll'cl hack, hits tl1e IJox a .~aiu. httt. 
tll<t.\ ' still lw n.l)le to tTC'CJ\'('1' .\bove 25 <"III. tltc i>ox(·s C\rf' 

tc> > htgh f'r1 r lit e retri\d.ecl lr ' p~ to pass ovf'r. ittCl'l'ilSitlg tlw 
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Fig. 22. Rear Lift Results. Taller boxes are more likely to cause a 
crash. However, if the robot does recover, it does so with a relatively 
constant error. The rear lift reflex recovers about as often as the front 
lift reflex (Figure 21), but with higher resulting errors. There were 
20 runs per box height. 
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Fig. 23. Rear Pull Results. Pulling the tripping foot back so it 
passes over the box allows the robot to continue running, but with 
some additional attitude error. For box heights below 13.75 em, the 
rear foot passes over the box without tripping due to the retraction 
of the leg during running. There were 20 runs per box height with 
variation in the initial velocity of the robot. 

The tripping responses are not as robust as the slipping 
responses. In the slipping case, the response may apply 
body attitude control, as in the non-repositioning strate
gies, or will reposition the legs to a more vertical configura
tion, and will reduce the desired speed. These actions de
crease the likelihood of another slip on the next ground con
tact. The trip responses, however, cannot reduce the likeli
hood of a subsequent trip because in the reflexive paradigm 
there is no planning to determine the desired interaction 
with the environment . If the first tripping response fails, 
the controller is unlikely to succeed by responding again in 
the same way. 
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VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

We have considered the problem of creating reflexes for 
slipping and tripping given only the information that a 
slip or a trip has occurred. We evaluated two kinds of re
sponses to slipping, one-step strategies and two-step strate
gies, depending on whether the correction was applied in 
the slip step or in the following step. Responses that con
tinue the slipping step produce smoother recoveries but 
only for higher friction coefficients. Responses that aban
don the slipping step are capable of negotiating surfaces 
with a larger range of friction coefficients but accumulate 
larger errors. 

Our slipping simulations focused on traversing a patch 
in which one footfall slipped; however, some observations 
can be made regarding running on a slippery surface. For 
higher coefficients of friction, the strategy with the smallest 
errors, the hip torque reaction, is most likely to succeed. 
The repositioning strategies are limited because continual 
slipping would cause them to abandon every other step. 
However, all of the reflexive strategies except the hip torque 
strategy reduce the forward velocity during slip recovery, 
thus making the foot forces more vertical on subsequent 
steps. Preliminary results indicate that only a few slipping 
reactions may be required to achieve steady running on a 
slippery surface without slipping. ~· 

If the foot is moving with respect to the ground at touch
down, the horizontal force on the ground is increased in the 
direction of motion, thereby increasing the danger of slip
ping. Strategies for running on slippery surfaces should 
try to reduce the relative motion of the foot between the 
ground prior to impact. This principle, commonly called 
ground-speed matching, is useful in slip prevention. It also 
reduces the impact of ground contact and is used by ani
mals and human runners. 

We evaluated several reflexes that repositioned the foot 
after a trip to find a viable foothold or to avoid the box. For 
trips in which the forward foot struck the vertical face of the 
box, lifting either the front or rear foot allowed recoveries. 
However, lifting the front foot produced the smallest errors 
at the start of the subsequent step. For trips in which the 
rear leg hit the box, pulling the leg back to let it pass over 
the box allowed the robot to continue running, but with 
some additional error in body attitude. 

The slipping and tripping reflexes have been validated 
for single slip or trip tasks. The next task is to integrate 
the reflexes to enable running through general rough ter
rain with arbitrary oBstacles and slippery areas. Additional 
controllers may be used to select among the applicable re
flexes based on sensing or modeling of the environment. 
Finally, within the time constraints of the rapidly evolving 
dynamic system, limited replanning may be used to aid 
recovery. 

These slipping and tripping reflexes are robust despite 
their minimal sensing requirements. Without determin
ing friction or obstacle properties, without modeling the 
surface, and without online planning, the reflexes enable 
the robot to continue running under many circumstances. 



Even if more sensing and computational resources are avail
able for foot placement, surface modeling, and replanning, 
reflexes such as these will remain necessary due to sensing 
and modeling errors. 

Slipping and tripping reflexes are fundamental to many 
rough terrain problems. Slopes, uneven surfaces, and small 
obstacles create oblique impact angles that can cause slips 
and trips. Reflexive responses will facilitate the success
ful traversal of these terrains in combination with other 
reflexive strategies for foothold errors such as adhesions, 
bounces, and loss of firm footing. 
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